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Loggers play basketball championships 
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/MATT LOEWEN 
Senior Marissa Cain led the women's basketball team Saturday, personally scoring 16 points against the Willamette Bearcats. Both the men's and women's teams 
defeated Willamette last weekend (127-121 (men), 73-47 (women)), securing their places in this weekend's Northwest Conference Tournament in Tacoma. This is 
the second consecutive year that both the men's and women's basketball teams have played in the championships. For the complete story, see SPORTS page 16. 
Dead Prez concert nostnoned after Evergreen events 
ND TRAIL 
By Kapiolani Street 
kstreet@ups.edu  
Assistant News Editor 
UPS decided to postpone 
the Dead Prez concert to a 
later date on Feb. 15 in order to 
ensure the safety of the student 
body and reduce the liability 
of the University due to events 
that took place at the Dead 
Prez concert at Evergreen State 
College. 
An altercation occurred on 
the Evergreen State College 
campus in which concert-goers 
looted and vandalized several 
Thurston County Sheriff's 
Office patrol cars early Friday 
morning. 
"Several individuals were 
involved in a fight and one of 
the individuals, who was not 
an Evergreen State College 
student, was arrested," Ever- 
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green State College Media and 
Community Relations Man-
ager Jason Wettstein said. "A 
crowd formed around Thurston 
County Sheriff's Office patrol 
cars and began throwing things 
and pepper spray was used by 
police in order to disperse the 
crowd." 
According to Wettstein, 
through the process, a Thurston 
County Sheriff's Office patrol 
car was overturned. However, 
no one was seriously injured in 
the altercation. 
performance [ASUP 
planned on having for all those 
who had worked so hard on 
organizing the event and for 
everybody who was really ex-
cited to have such an amazing 
group as Dead Prez coming to 
campus," ASUPS Popular En-
tertainment Programmer Sam 
Kussin-Shoptaw said. 
Students were informed 
through email by ASUPS 
President Hart Edmonson of  
the concert's postponement. 
The email stated that "given 
the disturbance that took pl ace 
at Evergreen State Co ege 
following the Dead Prez con-
cert... and concerns for student 
safety at Puget Sound, the con-
cert... has been postponed." 
The decision toostpone the 
concert was made
p 
 at 1 p.m. 
following 4 hours of meetings 
with various University staff, 
 
administrators, and ASUPS 
representatives. 
"We in ASUPS Program-
ming firmly believe that what 
happened in Evergreen just 
shows how efficient and safe 
UPS events are [for] the stu-
dent body and the general 
public compared to many of 
our peer institutions," Kussin-
Shoptaw said. 
According to Security Ser-
vices Director Todd Badham, 
the concert was postponed  
because, at the time, [the Uni-
versity] did not know enough 
about the problems the night 
prior to reasonably ensure a 
safe event on campus. 
Students were refunded for 
their Dead Prez tickets from 
the Information Desk in the 
Wheelock Student Center Feb. 
19 through Feb. 22. 
"A system was set up to allow 
for ticket refunds from Tues-
day through Friday," Wheelock 
Student Center Director Sarah 
Comstock said. 
made using cash or check, 
the refund may take as long as 
four business days." 
ASUPS and Kussin-Shoptaw 
have begun talks with the group 
and the agency that represents 
them to bring them back to 
carne
s. 
y made their way to 
Tacoma and only then were 
we able to inform them of 
the decision to postpone the 
show," Kussin-Shoptaw said. 
"They expressed remorse that 
we couldn't have them on stage 
that night. They seemed will-
ing to work towards having a 
return date which is why we 
have slated the status of the 
concert as postponed and not 
canceled." 
"The circumstances in Ever-
green created an environment 
that was deemed unsafe and 
not conducive to hold a show," 
the ASUPS programmer said. 
According to Kussin-
Shoptaw due to the events that 
took place at Evergreen State 
College on Thursday evening, 
their school will no longer be 
allowed to host any concerts for 
an indefinite amount of time. 
"Luckily for us at UPS, we 
will continue to be able to have 
concerts, lectures, and special 
events across campus that en-
rich, entertain, and inform our 
student body of different view-
points and styles of expression," 
Kussin-Shoptaw said. 
"I hope ticket holders can 
bear with this inconvenience—
it's fortunately a new experi-
ence for us. We've never had 
to postpone or cancel an event 
before, and hope to keep it that 
way in the future," Solidarios 
said. • 
The incident occurred 
following the Dead Prez 
concert at Eveireen 
State College on Thurs-
day night. 
What happened at 
Evergreen was an un-
fortunate event that ulti-
mately ruined the Frida 
"The circumstances in Evergreen created 
an environment that was deemed unsafe 
and not conducive to hold a show." 
-Sam Kussin-Shoptaw 
ASUPS Popular Entertainment Programmer 
"Students must surren-
der the ticket to the Info 
Desk staff," Director of 
Student Programs Semi 
Solidarios said. "If the 
student paid with a credit 
or debit card, the refund 
will happen immediately, 
but if the purchase was 
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Senior Ryan Gustafson will study at Harvard Business School 
after interning for another year with the Seattle Sonics. 
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Presidential candidates take different slants 
on college education costs and federal aid 
By Corinn Perry 
cperry@ups.edu 
News Writer 
Out of the four main presi-
dential candidates, the two 
Democrats have laid out the 
most thorough plans for man-
aging the continually rising 
cost of attending a University 
or other form ofhigher educa-
tion. 
One of the main facets Ba-
rack Obama's plan is to sim-
plify the application process for 
financial aid. Instead of filling 
out multiple pages of the Free 
Application for Federal Stu-
dent Aid, Barack is proposing 
a plan where applicants simply 
check a box on their tax form, 
allowing their tax information 
to be accessed and eliminating 
the need for a separate applica-
tion. 
In his "Reclaiming the Amer-
ican Dream" speech in Iowa in 
November, 2007, Obama said, 
"We need to put a college edu-
cation within reach of every 
American...I'll simplify the fi-
nancial aid application process 
so that we don't have a million 
students who aren't applying 
for aid because it's too diffi-
cult." 
The second main part of his 
plan is to create a new and fully 
refundable tax credit worth 
$4,000 for tuition and fees ev-
ery year, which will cover two-
thirds of the tuition at the aver-
age public college or university. 
Ifillary Clinton, the other 
main Democratic candidate, 
will provide a similar tax cred-
it; however, it will be $3,500 
dollars. She also intends to 
strengthen community colleges 
through a $500 million dollar 
investment. Her plan focuses  
on investing money in colleges, 
as well as simplifying the fi-
nancial aid process, as Obama's 
does. In her speech at the UPS 
field house on February 8, she 
said, "You take hours filling it 
out and then you don't get any 
money anyway. We can move 
that online and we can make 
it so you just check a box and 
you can see what you're eligible 
for." 
Republican candidates are 
focusing on ways that the gov-
ernment can help families save 
money. John McCain intends 
to keep taxes low; however, he 
never says that the tax cuts are 
for the purpose of aiding fami-
lies in their funding of higher 
education. 
Republican candidate Mike 
Huckabee opposes Obama and 
Clinton's plans for a tax credit 
for families. 
"It would be tremendously ex- 
pensive, and our next president 
needs to work with congress to 
reduce spending and get our 
budget and national debt back 
under control," Huckabee said. 
"[Aid] isn't something that 
every American should been-
titled to without yroving their 
merit as scholars. 
The main difference between 
each parties' position on higher 
education is whether or not tax 
payers money should be used 
to alleviate the continually ris-
ing costs in both public, private 
and community colleges. 
The ideal situation for the 
Democrats, essentially, would 
be to eliminate the cost of 
community college all together, 
leveling the playing field and 
allowing universal access to 
higher education in the United 
States. This plan is especially 
helpful because more and more 
students are spending their first  
two years of undergraduate ed-
ucation at community colleges 
before transferring _to private 
colleges or other Universities, 
and eliminating thousands of 
dollars of debt they could have 
otherwise. 
The ideal situation for the 
Republicans would be to allow 
the competitive prices of Uni-
versities to remain, but remove 
the tax burden that the credits 
proposed by the Democrats. 
Therefore families would have 
more money saved up that they 
can devote to a college or Uni-
versity of their choice, with less 
governmental support or bur-
den. 
Each of the four main can-
didates has a plan for higher 
education, but each focus on 
different factors in achieving 
that goal. • 
"You take hours filling it out and 
then you don't get any money anyway. 
We can move that online and we can 
make it so you just check a box and 
you can see what you're eligible for." 
- Hillary Clinton 
"[Aid] isn't something that every 
American should be entitled to wita-
out proving their merit as scholars." 
- Mike Huckabee 
"American education must be 
worthy of the promise we make to 
our children and ourselves - the 
freedom and opportunity to chase 
our dreams." 
- John McCain  
"I'll simplify the financial aid 
application process so that we 
don't have a million students who 
aren't applying for aid because it's 
too difficult." 
- Barack Obama 
UPS senior accepted to Harvard Business School 
1 
By Brad Rice 
bkrice@ups.edu  
News Writer 
This semester, the Trail will profile 
several seniors and their ost-grad-
uate plans. This is the rst story in 
this series. 
The School of Business and 
Leadership has a lot to be ex-
cited about these days since 
one of its students, senior busi-
ness major Ryan Gustafson, 
received the news that he had 
been accepted to the elite Har-
vard MBA program. 
The announcement of 
Gustafson's acceptance came 
Jan. 16, one day after his 22nd 
birthday. Jim McCullough, 
director of the School of Busi-
ness and Leadership, explained 
the significance of the good 
news. 
"This is the first I've heard of 
[anyone being accepted to the 
Harvard MBA program] in 
five years," McCullough 'l  said. 
Gustafson has also been ac-
cepted to the ultra-exclusive 
W. P. Carey Sports Business 
MBA Program at Arizona 
State, a program that accepts 
just twelve applicants annually. 
When offered the chance to 
attend one of the most presti-
gious academic institutions in 
the world, however, Gustafson 
could hardly pass up the once- 
in-a-lifetime-opportuniqr. 
The Harvard Business School 
consistently ranks within the 
top ten business schools in the 
nation and is ranked number 
one according to a U.S. News 
& World Report survey for 
2008. 
Accepting a mere 14.9 per-
cent of applicants each year, 
the Harvard Business School 
boasts a 90.4 percent job 
placement at time graduation, 
the highest in the country, ac-
cording to U.S. News. 
One of the most distin- 
'shing characteristics of 
the program is its use of the 
"case method," a curriculum 
designed to force students "to 
grapple with complex situa-
tions that touch upon the full 
spectrum of issues and ideas 
any manager can expect  to 
face" according to the MBA 
program website. 
Though the application 
deadline for the Harvard MBA 
program was not set until Oc-
tober 2007, Gustafson began 
preparing for it in the summer 
months after his junior year. 
In addition to acquiring three 
letters of recommendation, ap-
plicants were required to write 
six essays which described their 
own leadership experience. 
After the initial application, 
20 percent of applicants were 
contacted for personal inter-
views at the Harvard campus  
before the final decisions were 
made in January. 
Gustafson drew on his lead-
ership positions here at UPS 
in completing his application. 
Acting as the Interfraternity 
Council (IFC) President, cap-
tain of the Logger baseball 
team and a member of Res-
Life tipped the scales in his 
favor during the application 
process. 
"I've held a lot of leadership 
positions on campus and 
think that's what put me over 
the edge," Gustafson said. 
Gustafson has been offered 
what is known as "deferred en-
rollment" at the Harvard Busi-
ness School, a standard proce-
dure for someone as young as 
he is entering a graduate pro-
gram in business. 
Most business programs 
want students who have had 
job experience in the real 
world before they begin course 
work at the graduate level, the 
average age of first year MBA 
students at Harvard being 29. 
Gustafson will continue his 
internship with the Seattle 
Sonics franchise for one more 
year before he begins classes at 
Harvard. 
After graduation from the 
MBA program, Gustafson 
SEE HARVARD PAGE 3 
Corrections... 
In the Feb.15 edition oflhe Trail, a photo ca tion on age 
3 may have erroneously implied that George Mills stated. that 
lower enrollment might lead to additional tuition increases. 
Mills was not interviewed for the story. 
In the Feb. 22 edition of The Trail, the story "Students re-
turn to Korea after four week exchange" stated that there 
were 30 students in the program and that their faculty leader 
was named Kwan. There were actually 20 students in the 
program, and their faculty leader's full name is Young Kwan. 
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The following incidents occurred on campus and were reported to Security 
Services between Feb. 19 and Feb. 25: 
Security contacted a visitor in the WSC lounge who students reported was acting sus-
piciously. The individual was identified and asked to leave campus and not return. He was 
cooperative. 
Security Services was notified that the rear window of a student's unoccupied vehicle was 
shot out while it was parked on campus in the N.12th Street parking lot. No one was injured in 
the incident. The campus was notified about the incident shortly after it was reported. Tacoma 
Police responded and gathered necessary information. An investigation is now in progress and 
will be supported by the university. 
A student reported her bicycle was stolen form her Union Ave. residence where it was left 
unsecured. 
A student reported his Toyota Camry was stolen from N. 18th street. The incident was 
reported to Tacoma Police. 
Security staff responded to an altercation involving students outside a university residence 
near N.1 lta and Alder Streets. 
Two university owned golf carts were discovered in separate locations off-campus. Both 
were brought back to campus. 
Please contact Security Services if you have any information about these incidents. 
Courtesy of Toddy. Badham, 
Director of Security Services. 
EGG DONOR NEEDED 
Tacoma/Seattle appts. 
Couple seeking special (loran.: 21-30, 5'4" 5-10", weight 
proportionate, w/ a healthy family .history. Best match: 
blonde hair; blue or green eyes, Norwegian or Scandinavian 
heritage, but will consider all healthy candidates. 
Fully confidential. $4,500-1- compensation. 
206-285-48515 	 uwfertility@msn.eom 
ACCESS PROGRAMS 
2008 SUMMER ACADEMIC CHALLENGE 
5 WEEKS OF 
DIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY 
EARN 
$1500 
Teaching Assistants are needed for our summer math and science 
enrichment program for local middle and high school students tra- 
ditionally underrepresented in higher education. 
Teaching Assistants work June 23 - July 25, 2008 
from 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
with one possible training session required during spring 
term. 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: FRIDAY, MARCH 28, 2008 
Interviews Begin Monday, March 31. 
To Apply or for more information contact Access Programs 
at 879-2827 or achallenge@ups.edu  or stop by our officee, Howarth 215. 
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Environmental Studies department expands with 
$525 thousand Mellon grant to hire policy professor 
By Callie Johnson 
cmjohnson@ups.edu  
News Writer 
The search for a new pro-
fessor in the Environmental 
Studies department is about to 
commence. This fall, a com-
mittee will be looking to fill an 
International Environmental 
Policy position, which is en-
tirely new to UPS. 
The department is in the 
process of expanding, both in 
the number of faculty and in its 
scope of study. Currently, only 
a minor is offered. 
According to a press release, 
the department's faculty be-
lieve that the current environ-
mental studies curriculum is 
best suited to complementing 
another area of study at UPS. 
The minor focuses on local 
and regional environmental 
issues and attempts to engage 
other disciplines in order to 
study the constraints and pos-
sibilities related to those issues. 
The Environmental Studies 
department has cultivated ex-
pertise on the regional level, 
but is now ready to address in-
ternational issues as well. The 
interdisciplinary nature of the 
department, as well as its po-
tential for global study, makes it 
a good candidate for expansion 
under UPS's recently developed 
five-year strategic plan. 
The plan aims to take liberal 
arts education to a new level 
HARVARD 
hopes to follow a career in the 
sports industry. 
"I really want to work in 
sports — sports management 
specifically, Gustafson said. 
Gustafson also realized that 
he would have to start small if 
he wanted to one day achieve 
his goal. He hopes his time 
spent with the Sonics as well 
as his experience at Harvard 
will help launch his sports 
management career. 
Susan Stewart, a professor 
in the School of Business and 
Leadership and Gustafson's  
by strengthening the existing 
interdisciplinary programs and 
generating more opportunities 
for faculty research across dis-
ciplines. Another main part of 
the plan involves further inte-
grating civic engagement, in-
ternational focus and environ-
mental responsibility into the 
curriculum. In an attempt to 
fulfill these new goals, five fac-
ulty positions will be created in 
various departments. The first 
will be filled by the Interna-
tional Environmental Policy 
professor, who will begin a ca-
reer at UPS in the fall of 2009. 
Discussion of the new posi-
tion begins in March when a 
committee will meet to decide 
what qualifications they will 
look for in a candidate. The 
position could • take the En-
vironmental Studies program 
in several new directions, and 
the search committee is in the 
process of weighing out what 
would be most beneficial for 
the university. The official, 
public search will begin in Fall 
2008 and continue into the 
spring. 
According to Barry Gold-
stein, Director of Environ-
mental Studies, the committee 
is considering several differ-
ent ways in which the faculty 
member could add to the de-
partment. One possibility is 
to hire a professor who could 
build on UPS's existing aca-
demic strengths. For exam-
ple, a professor specializing in 
Internship Seminar professor 
expressed- her enthusiasm at 
Gustafson's success. 
"I feel so excited for him, 
because [Harvard] was a goal 
of his. We're all very proud 
of him for his achievement," 
Stewart said. 
For Stewart, the secret to 
Gustafson's success was to ap-
ply his learning outside of the 
classroom. 
"He's bridged the gap from 
the knowledge in the class-
room to real-world applica-
tion. As professors, that s what 
Asian or Southeast Asian envi-
ronmental policy would relate 
to the Asian studies program 
and add a new dimension to 
UPS's focus on the Pacific Rim 
area. 
A similar possibility would 
be to hire someone with ex-
pertise in Latin American en-
vironmental policy. However, 
the committee is also consider-
ing looking for a professor with 
an entirely new focus, such as 
environmental policy in Africa. 
Seeking a new direction could 
fit with the goals of the stra-
tegic plan and also benefit the 
Environmental Studies pro-
gram by broadening the scope 
of UPS' area of international 
expertise. 
The position is one step to-
wards the development of an 
Environmental Studies major, 
which would focus on policy 
and decision making. 
Goldstein said that "the ma-
jor will be about understanding 
the governing bodies respon-
sible for environmental policy 
around the world. Something 
important to note about this 
position is that it has a broader 
focus than just environmental 
science — it will bring environ-
mental studies together with 
other academic areas. We will 
be considering candidates from 
many different disciplines, in-
cluding anthropology, politics 
and government, economics, 
law, history and sociology" 
This would mean that the 
we want to see," Stewart said. 
McCullough also expressed 
his satisfaction at seeing 
someone from the School of -
Business and Leadership do 
well but was sure to point out 
that Gustafson's achievement 
should not be considered atyp-
ical. 
"It is always great to see our 
students succeed. This is an 
example of how well our stu-
dents do, but it is not an excep-
tion to how well our students 
do overall," McCullough said. 
When asked if he would like 
professor's classes would count 
for credit in departments other 
than in Environmental Studies. 
It is likely that most would be 
cross-listed, meaning that they 
could count also for other ma-
jors. 
Potential issues that could 
be covered by the new profes-
sor include biodiversity, energy 
production, trans-boundary 
pollution, international marine 
resource management, and cli-
mate change. 
Startup for the International 
to extend any thanks to those 
who helped him on his jour-
ney, Gustafson found it dif-
ficult coming up with single 
names. 
"You could write an article 
just listing the names of the 
Environmental Policy position 
will be externally funded by a 
Mellon grant, the ninth IRS 
has been awarded since 1993. 
The Andrew W Mellon Foun-
dation will give the university 
$525,000 to fund the first four 
This of the professor's career.  will cover salary, benefits 
and environmental workshops 
held for the UPS community. 
As the position is tenure-line, 
UPS will take over responsibil-
ity for funding the position af-
ter the four years are up. • 
CONT. FROM PAGE 2 
people who have helped me 
along the way," Gustafson said. 
"I owe a lot of people thanks. 
It's not just an individual 
achievement." • 
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/WILSON BAILEY 
Environmental Studies students (above) cannot major in the 
subject. The addition of the new environmental policy profes-
sor is a step toward expanding the program to offer a major. 
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The ASUPS Campaigning Process 
365 Days of Birth Control. 
• 
• • 
• 
• 
111 
Plan Now, Pay Later! 
Visit us for one short appointment and walk out the door with a year's supply of 
birth control and a convenient low monthly payment plan. 
Now you can include any outstanding balances or other Planned Parenthood 
health care services and set up automatic deductions to your credit or debit card 
without any finance charges. You'll only pay for your needs and a $2.00 monthly 
convenience fee for the duration of your plan. 
n,LeOOd n 113 1( 4r 1\ litens tent nevi/„ Par nthood  
www.ppww.org 1.800.230.PLAN 
Poetry Out Loud National 
Recitation Project 
featuring Taylor Mali 
Saturday, March 1st at 4 p.m., FREE 
Sponsored by: ASUPS Cultural Events 
ixciuct 
 Tanning s0100  
1 Month Unlimited! 
$19.99(w/Student ID) 
Hours: Monday - Friday 10:00 am - 8:00 pm 
Saturday 9:30 am - 6:00 pm 
3321 N. 26th • (253)756-1720 
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THE TRAIL 
Wanna write a Hey You? 
Send your call outs to: 
trailheyyou@ups.edu  
Rules: 
No names or identifying 
descriptions (jersey numbers, 
initials, etc.) 
Must be submitted by week-
end prior to publication. 
"HEY YOU," VAVA, help 
save my vagina. Get the school 
to get better toilet paper. 
"HEY YOU," cute guitar-
ist with the red hair, I'll be the 
candle on your water. 
"HEY YOU," lovely dancers, 
we'll wind you up. 
"HEY YOU," you didn't play 
salt'n'pepa for us
**
. Therefore you 
are a puppet fer. 
"HEY YOU," stop pretend-
ing that it's dry skin when you 
know it's actually scabies. 
"HEY YOU," not choreog-
rapher. We're not just gay and 
greek. Deal with it. 
"HEY YOU," I've never 
made it past 3mo in a relation-
ship. Your amazing darling, 
love me. 
"HEY YOU," Don't you rec-
ognize a Dmitri Martin quote 
when you see one? 
"HEY YOU," Mr. KUPS DJ, 
get a clue! Take a chance and 
fall for the girl that admires  
you as much as you do her. 
"HEY YOU," so are you 
coming or going? Or coming, 
and then going? Or coming, 
and staying? 
"HEY YOU,"You snore s000 
loud! Darling, I can hear you in 
the hall! But the stories you 
share in your sleep are quite 
entertaining...lol ;) 
"HEY YOU," thanks every-
one that came to the Club-
house Rave, especially you DJ 
Wolf—you make me skeet 
sweet honey. 
"HEY YOU," It's the end of 
our first year at college, don't 
worry about those who transfer 
or go, our friendship will last 
forever. 
"HEY YOU," people with 
more political correctness than 
you know what to do with, go 
to CHWS and get some chill 
pills. 
"HEY YOU," my birthday's 
Monday and my favorite flow-
ers are daffodils. Just sayin. 
"HEY YOU," old man jog-
ger. I love you and I look for-
ward to seeing you every day! 
"HEY YOU," Cruising 
around the North Quad on 
your bike with no hands and 
wearing those card symbol 
stockings. Come by more often 
for my darling friend ;) 
"HEY YOU," I now know 
what 'skeet skeet' means. 
However, I do not skeet skeet 
for I am girl without the ability 
to produce the little swimmers 
and thus, I cannot send them 
flying. 
"HEY YOU," ResLife disaf-
fected, these are highly com-
petitive positions with over 
a hundred applicants for just 
fifty-four pacements. Sadly, 
that means not every qualified 
person is going to get hired. if 
it's something you really want, 
channel your energy positively 
and apply for peer advising, 
perspectives, or passages. show 
your dedication and try again. 
"HEY YOU," Anti-Trail. En-
cyclopedia-Dramatica called. 
They want their satire back. 
"HEY YOU," Trail...stop 
contradicting yourself. Casino 
night was awesome. 
"HEY YOU," girl who talks 
too much in class...you DON'T 
know everything. 
"HEY YOU," new girls on 
our floor...stop throwing crazy 
parties. People are trying to 
sleep. I know that beer can was 
yours. 
"HEY YOU," the last time I 
wrote you a hey you, you didn't 
like it. Stop nagging me! 
"HEY YOU," Anti-Trail, I'm 
glad to see you're still stealing 
ideas from The Trail and mere-
ly attempting to give them an 
edgy twist–I can see how it 
would be disheartening to not 
get paid for your original ideas. 
Keep having fun wasting your 
time. 
"HEY YOU," Smokers! Stop 
smoking right by my window 
and the entrances! If you want 
to get lung cancer, have a heart 
disease and age yourself so that 
you look 70 at 30, then that's 
fine... but don't make me! 25 
Feet Away! It's the law! 
"HEY YOU," Mr. Kitty, get 
your own damn food in the 
morning. 
"HEY YOU," tutor, your bed 
is really comfy...0h and thanks 
for the help. 
"HEY YOU," I would have 
said yes. 
"HEY YOU," staff, I really 
appreciate you and I think you 
guys are doing a great job! 
"HEY YOU," SUB, please 
put the cookies out instead of 
leaving them out and tantaliz-
ing usl 
"HEY YOU," I was just kid-
ding. You know you're still my 
#1 gay best friend. 
"HEY YOU," students, re-
spect the painter mime-he's 
just out making a living. 
"HEY YOU," Willamette 
Takeover, suck it. 
"HEY YOU," girl, I'm really 
happy for you that you broke 
up. I don't know how you 
managed to date that waste of 
organic matter for 2 years. 
"HEY YOU," American 
Gladiators, I already miss you! 
"HEY YOU," impending 
graduation, you're freaking me 
out! 
"HEY YOU," job fair repre-
sentative, you were really rude 
and I'm definitely not going to 
work for you! 
"HEY YOU," housemate, 
happy birthday! 
"HEY YOU," come see the 
All Boys Club Season 2 pre-
mier tonight at 5 in the Ren-
dezvous.... then come back to 
watch UT Improv at 10! 
"HEY YOU," butt suckers, 
your cigarette butts are all over 
the campus. The world is not 
your ash-tray! Have a smokie-
chokin' nice day. 
"HEY YOU," incredible 
trumpet player, I see you star-
ing so talk to me already. 
"HEY YOU," so are you 
coming or going? Or coming, 
and then going? Or coming, 
and staying? 
"HEY YOU," Wonka Nerds, 
I love you! 
"HEY YOU," French lan-
guage, how many was can you 
say I love you and I'm suffer-
ing? Deal! 
"HEY YOU," grad school 
will be a nice shock to your 
grandiose sense of self. Enjoy 
your time in Tacoma while you 
can. 
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Lay off 
Clinton's 
clothes 
By Seth B. Doherty 
sdoherty@ups.edu  
Opinions Writer 
I do not like the tie that Ba-
rack Obama was wearing at last 
week's debate. The tie was too 
wide and its red far too dark. 
That seems like a ridiculous 
criticism, but if aimed at a pant-
suit worn by Senator Hillary 
Clinton, it would not seem to 
be so ridiculous. In this already 
too lengthy election season, I 
am sick and tired of hearing the 
talking heads on the television, 
or even friends with whom I 
am watching the debates with, 
focus on and criticize the cloth-
ing choices of Senator Clinton. 
This represents a double stan- 
It was hard to watch 
the debates without hear-
ing various pundits going 
on and on about Sena-
tor Clinton's outfits while 
other candidates cloth-
ing choices go unnoticed. 
dard that need not be present 
in our political discussions. It 
is a distraction from substan-
tial issues that actually need to 
be addressed. 
There has been a variety 
of discussion over Senator 
Clinton's dress. These discus-
sions have ranged from simple 
evaluations of her outfits and 
the supposed strategy behind 
choosing them to the incredibly 
ridiculous discussion this sum-
mer about the appearance on 
C-SPAN 2 of Clinton speak-
ing in Congress with what ap-
parently qualified as exposed 
cleavage. It was hard to watch 
the debates without hearing 
various pundits going on and 
on about Senator Clinton's 
outfits while other candidates 
clothing choices go unnoticed. 
Rush Limbaugh raised the 
question on his radio show, 
"Does the country really want 
to watch a woman grow older 
by the day, as she leads the 
country?" All this seems quite 
absurd and not surprising com-
ing from someone like Chris 
Matthews. Yet this evaluation 
of Clinton's dress has come 
from a variety of people that 
are not paid for their com-
mentary, but are simpl(1 vot-
ers following politics. have 
been informed that the outfit 
Clinton chose to wear when 
she was visiting Tacoma was 
a terrible choice, and that her 
scarf did not match her suit.) 
Of course, lots of unneces-
sary and seemingly trivial is-
sues get discussed and given a 
degree of prominence in order 
to justify the countless hours 
of cable news devoted to the 
election and at some point, 
you just_g_et used to it and ac-
cept it. What is really trouble-
some about this topic is that it 
appears to be an insignificant 
issue that only applies to Clin-
ton. It seems to be a gender 
double standard that suggests 
SEE CLINTON PAGE 7 
By Walid Zafar 
wzafar@ups.edu  
Opinions Writer 
Another school massacre 
puts us in momentary shock, 
yet with every new shooting, 
our sense of alarm wanes as we 
go back to our daily routines. 
In the months following _the 
atrocities at Columbine High 
School, 10,000 stories re-
lated to the massacre were 
printed by the nation's top 
newspapers. Today, the 
headline of the day soon 
dissolves into the abyss. The 
people who seem most out-
raged use the opportunity to 
push their retrograde and ir-
rational pro-gun agenda. 
The rest of us brush per-
petrators off as deranged in-
dividuals, the likes of whom 
we've never encountered. We 
live in a relatively peaceful city 
in a relatively peaceful state, so 
we forget that we live in one of 
the most violent societies on 
earth. We develop a false sense 
of security which, no matter 
how tight of a community we 
think we live in, is a dangerous 
thing to do. 
"It can't happen here" is 
something we hear often, yet 
we neglect to consider that per-
haps this is what these students 
were thinking before their lives 
were tragic and prematurely 
taken away fr
y 
 om them. These 
rampage {fillings, where sui-
cidal shooters inflict the most 
harm to as many people as pos-
sible, do not occur in large cit-
ies plagued by gang warfare and 
poverty. 
A whole range of experts 
come in to explain what has 
happened. Surely, it was bully- 
ing, a psychological problem or 
just bad parenting. We neglect 
to lay any blame on our culture 
and ourselves for perpetuating 
the culture. Surely, bullying, 
psychological problems and bad 
parenting can be found else-
where in the world. Yet, how 
often do you hear of rampage 
killings in England? Or for that 
matter, in the -big-bad-gloomy- 
depraved-violent-crazy Middle 
East? Very little. In fact, my 
Bahraini friend tells me 'people 
see America as a very violent 
place and this is reflected by 
the news we hear from there 
and the culture of violence they 
spread in their media.' The 
pro-gun people are partially 
responsible. They must realize 
that this is not 1791 and the 
need to bear arms, much like 
the need for a militia, is obso-
lete. One reason why there are 
no school shootings in Bah-
rain, according to my friend, 
is that 'arms sales are not al-
lowed here, unlike in America.' 
But the real cause is our cul-
ture, which is based on individ-
ualism and quick fixes. Don't 
like your spouse? Divorce them. 
Don't like your body? Get plas-
tic surgery. Don't like your life? 
Kill innocent people to make 
up for your own shortcomings. 
Reconciliation and community 
are completely left out of the  
equation. The attendant conse-
quence of individualism is the 
rampage killing where those 
who have failed at being indi-
viduals seek to end their misery 
- and since they are taught to 
have little concern for people 
outside their immediate family 
and circle of friends, who cares 
if innocent people die in the 
process? 
We refuse to see any-
thing as institutional. We 
absolve ourselves from 
the crimes of our fellow 
citizens, yet feel no hy-
pocrisy in characterizing 
other cultures on the ac-
tions of their 'bad apples.' 
If someone is racist, that's 
their problem. The struc-
ture that causes the racism 
is irrelevant. Similarly, if some-
one is a psychopath, it is seen as 
their own personal, physiologi-
cal problem. Yet, if someone is 
a terrorist, than it must be their 
culture that made them that 
way, except Timothy McVeigh 
of course, who was just a 'bad 
apple.' 
I am not suggesting that we 
live in moral panic. Aside from 
the alarmingactivities in recent 
weeks, the University of Puget 
Sound is very safe and our 
campus security does a marvel-
ous job in protecting us. Nev-
ertheless, we must realize that 
no level of protection will ulti-
mately keep us safe. Real safety 
will come when our sense of 
community is greater than our 
sense of individuality. 
If you have ideas on what we 
can do to end this madness, 
please submit your own sug-
gestions. 
• Walid Zafar has not yet begun 
wearing a bullet-proof vest. 
U.S. deal 
breaking 
decision 
By Isabelle Eyre 
ieyre@ups.edu  
Opinions Writer 
The United States is in denial 
about the significant creation 
of the new State of Kosovo and 
support of the fledgling would-
be nation will certainly cause 
consequences for the world at 
large. On Feb. 17, 2008, the 
Serbian province of Kosovo 
signed a unilateral agreement 
to secede from the country and 
ever since, the fate of ethnic 
enclave all over the world has 
been put into question. Rec-
ognizing the state of Kosovo 
means recognizing the prec-
edent it sets — and countries 
with comparable ethnic groups 
realize this. Spain, who for years 
has had to stave off Basque's 
desire for independence, is one 
of several countries that have 
vowed not to recognize the 
new state. Other notable na-
tions who "will not" be recog-
nizing _Kosovo are Russia, Cy-
prus, Vietnam, Argentina and, 
most importantly, Serbia itself. 
China expressed "grave con-
cerns" over the new state but 
has not yet closed the door to 
Recognizing the state 
of Kosovo means recog-
nizing the precedent it 
sets — and countries with 
comparable ethnic groups 
realize this. 
recognition — however, China 
has its hands full with Taiwan 
and is unlikely to ever sway to 
the side of Kosovon indepen-
dence. Not only is Taiwan's 
independence a mirror-image 
situation, but Taiwan has also 
formally recognized the state 
and is in conflict with the Chi-
nese government over its right 
to do so. 
Meanwhile, the United 
States is caught in between 
all of this. Condoleezza Rice's 
press statement was a thinly 
veiled attempt to please all the 
parties involved. First, con-
gratulation was offered to the 
new country, then a descrip-
tion of the horrible violence 
and ethnic cleansing done to 
the Albanian_population in the 
1990s and NATO's interven-
tion. Immediately following 
this, Rice proclaimed the new 
country a "unique situation" 
and one that cannot be seen 
as a precedent for any similar 
situations around the world. 
The speech was rounded off by 
reaffirmation of our friendship 
with Serbia and a hope to work 
closely with them in the future. 
Never mind that the eth-
nic cleansing previously men-
tioned was perpetuated entirely 
by Serbs and that the Serbian 
government is pulling ambas-
sadors out of every country 
that recognizes Kosovo as a 
sovereign nation. The United 
States is going to have to face 
it: this is one fight on which we 
need to openly pick a clear side. 
The U.S. has shown favoritism 
to the Kosovon cause — the 
SEE DECISION PAGE 7 
"It can't happen here" is something 
we hear often, yet we neglect to con-
sider that perhaps this is what these 
students were thinking before their 
lives were tragically and prematurely 
taken away from them. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF ERICK PEIRSON 
Exhibit A: Beer-guzzling trees demonstrate one of many inter- 
sections of vegetables and brew in the field of plant biology. 
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Beer, science partner in pursuit of knowledge 
By Erick Peirson 
epeirson@ups.edu 
Opinions Writer 
Beer is delicious. Or at least 
I imagine it to be delicious, 
because as a sub-21 adult (al-
legedly fully responsible for 
the entirety of my actions) I 
have clearly never consumed 
alcohol. Further evidence for 
this includes that the world 
has not exploded. Because that 
is precisely what would hap-
pen if an adult under the age 
of 21 (why did they pick an 
odd number, anyway'?) were to 
let alcohol touch their lips. 
Is it possible that the mind-
blowing awesomeness of beer 
extends 
beyond my 
juvenile 
hedonism? 
During the 
course of 
my recent 
studies in 
science 
history, I have observed an 
intrinsic connection between 
beer and the pursuit of knowl-
edge. I will demonstrate this 
relationship through a discus-
sion of beer in the context of 
some of the most important  
discoveries of modern science. 
Those of us masochis-
tic enough to take freshman 
chemistry are introduced to 
statistics by the "Student's T" 
test. I recall a certain degree 
of resentment at the title's 
apparent implication that us 
wee freshmen were too feeble-
minded to do real stats. But the 
origin of the test is far less in-
sidious. "Student"was a!pseud-
onym used by William S. Gos-
sett, a mathematician under 
the employ of the Guinness 
brewing company. The test was 
developed to enhance the ef-
forts of agriculturalists in pro-
ducing better hops, the use of 
which was preferred not catch 
on at other breweries — hence 
the se-
crecy. 
0 n e 
of the 
most 
fertile 
areas of 
study 
in 18th 
century chemistry was the 
investigation of gases (then 
called "airs"). At the time 
there lacked an understanding 
of "airs" as being composed of 
different substances and pos- 
sessing unique properties. at 
"gas" and "liquid" and "solid" 
all existed along a single con-
tinuum would have been for-
eign to chemists of that era. 
Joseph Priestly (1733-1804) 
is credited with being the first 
to isolate and classify different 
gases and, although he inter-
preted his results within the 
then-popular phlogiston the-
ory, it maybe argued that he 
was the first to discover oxy-
gen. From whence did his in-
spiration derive? Beer. Priestly 
reported that the production 
of- unique gases ( fixed air," 
as he called them) by the fer-
mentation process at a nearby 
brewery led to his important 
insights and discoveries. 
James P. Joule, a pioneer of 
chemical thermodynamics, 
was responsible for elucidating 
the transfer of energy from ki-
netic work to heat. His work 
involved the se of a paddle-
wheel device that would heat 
water 1y friction using energy 
from faling weights. The con-
ceptual model for this device is 
taken directly from a stirring 
process in the production of 
beer. Furthermore, it was ac-
cess to his father's thermally 
stable beer cellar that allowed 
him to make the precise mea-
surements necessary to under- 
stand thermodynamics. 
There are many more sto-
ries like these and, although it 
would be a crime of presentism 
to conclude that these discov-
eries could not have happened 
in the absence of beer, they 
seem to suggest an underlying 
relationship between science 
and this delicious beverage. 
Perhaps we should replace 
our explanation of college 
drinking as a consequence of 
underdeveloped frontal lobes 
and individualistic materialism 
with the notion that beer and 
the university strive toward a 
common goal: the pursuit of  
knowledge. That such an idea 
might catch on is not so far 
fetched: take a stroll through 
a geology lab sometime, or (if 
you're 21) join your biology 
professor at the next reading-
period bio party. 
If you remain unconvinced, 
lurk around at the end of a 
wild party this weekend. You 
will notice that it has degraded 
to a collection of beer-induced 
make-out sessions. Clearly, 
beer is the elixir of collabora-
tion. 
Erick Peirson does love collabo-
ration. 
During the course of my recent stud-
ies in science history, I have observed 
an intrinsic connection between beer 
and the pursuit of knowledge. 
Does Tamanawas 
need an overhaul? 
School sex ed insufficient 
Booty Call, other films, teach about safer sex 
By Brandon Lueken 
blueken@ups.edu  
Opinions Writer 
In my time here, I have heard 
some students complain about 
a lack of traditions on campus. 
Contrary_to this, a quick look 
into the University Archives re-
veals that we in fact have a rich 
and fascinating history here at 
the University of Puget Sound 
(formerly College of Puget 
Sound). Unfortunately for most, 
the archives aren't exactly, how 
do you say, easy to access. To 
get into the archives you need 
an appointment with Elizabeth 
Stiles Knight, the Science Li-
aison Librarian and part-time 
archivist. You also should have 
some sort of clue to know what 
you're looking for. Even then, 
you can't take the books out, but 
instead have to examine them 
in the cramped confines of the 
Archives themselves. Inside lies 
a whole host of UPS memora-
bilia, yearbooks, copies of The 
Trail, admissions propaganda 
and God knows what else. 
Recently, I managed to get 
my hands on some of the older 
Tamanawas copies from 1975 
to 1995, and then a few from 
1925-1930. Let me tell you, it 
was a blast to be able to flip 
through old copies looking at 
goofy haircuts, marveling at 
file flourishing Greek system, 
and the wide range of speak-
ers. I learned that a few days 
prior to the 1988 presidential 
election, Michael Dukakis held  
a rally in the Fieldhouse, an 
event that drew 14,000 people. 
I also learned that in 1987, 
Robin Williams performed on 
campus, and that in 1986, a 
shanty town was built on ones 
circle to protest South African 
Apartheid. The yearbooks even 
described us as culturally rel-
evant, and I didn't detect even 
the slightest hint of mockery. 
Somewhere along the line, we 
lost that sense of being relevant 
and convinced ourselves that 
we didn't matter, that Tacoma 
didn't rate. That our little school 
didn't even matter a peep on 
the national radar. But looking 
back, I think we have a lot to 
be proud of. People would real-
ize this if they could see these 
yearbooks. 
But a quick search of the li-
brary revealed that we did not, 
in fact, have any free-use year-
books available for open vei-
wing.The only copies I know re-
side in the Archives. Of course, 
there are different copies of Ta-
manwas kicking around all over 
the place, but the Library is the 
authoritative place to find all of 
your yearbook needs. 
I could think of a lot better 
ways to do this yearbook thing, 
personally. I won't deny flipping 
through a physical copy of the 
yearbook was fun, and that if 
we got rid of it we might know 
a lot less about campus life five, 
ten, or fiftyyears ago. However, 
last year Tamanawas received 
SEE TAMANAWAS PG. 7 
By Glynnis Kirchmeier 
gkirchmeier@ups.edu  
Sex Columnist 
As a teenager, I had ab-
stinence-only education in 
school. My dad tried to talk to 
me about the risks of sex, but 
he missed some crucial infor-
mation. Thus a lot of my safer 
sex information came from the 
movie Booty Call. 
For those of you who have 
not seen this '90s comedy, the 
plot basically revolves around 
one man's effort 
to get laid with 
a safer-sex con-
scious woman. 
He almost has 
sex with her 
several times, 
but right before they are about 
to fluid swap she stops him and 
makes him go out and get bar-
riers, which he does with his 
friend for some reason. Zani-
ness ensues. At the end of the 
movie, he narrowly avoids get-
ting a vasectomy against his 
will, and then they finally have 
sex. There are worse ways for 
teenagers to learn about sex, 
I suppose. Booty Call doesn't 
tell you everything you need to 
know about barriers, though. 
Dental dams: these are thin, 
flexible latex sheets. Dams 
protect against STIs during 
cunnilingus (mouth to vulva 
contact) and analingus (mouth 
to anus contact). To use, gener-
ously lube the area you want to 
pleasure, drape the dental dam 
across it, and go. Do not reuse 
dams. Also, use a new one if you  
are switching between the anus 
and vulva of same person —
even a squeaky clean anus will 
have some bacteria which seri-
ously upsets the vagina. 
Dams are great, but they are 
really hard to find. The cam-
pus club VOX occasionally has 
them, as does Planned Parent-
hood, but Pierce County AIDS 
Foundation has them more 
regularly. You can also get them 
at -Babeland. Additionally,you 
could probably ask your den-
tist for them (but that might 
be uncomfort- 
  able). How-
my safer sex in- ever, there are 
me from the several other 
Call. cheap alterna- 
	  tives which are 
just as good: 
a condom, cut 
lengthwise and with the ring 
and tip cut off; latex glove 
with the fingers (not thumb) 
cut off and cut open along the 
side where the pinky used to 
be (leaving the thumb allows 
a pocket for the tongue and 
protects if you penetrate the 
vagina or anus with it); non-
microwavable, non-stick plastic 
wrap (which was an extended 
joke in Booty Call). The plas-
tic wrap is a great alternative 
if either partner is allergic to 
latex. Note: dam/plastic wrap 
condom. 
Speaking of condoms, there 
are two types. The male con-
dom goes on the penis, while 
the female condom goes in the 
vagina or anus. 
The male condom is most 
often made of latex, though  
thinner and more expensive 
polyurethane is available. As 
Booty Call rightly warns, you 
should never use animal-based 
condoms. You can get latex or 
polyurethane condoms from 
CE_VVS, VOX, PCAF, Planned 
Parenthood, and possibly your 
RA for free. To put it on, first 
make sure that it will unroll the 
correct way. You will know that 
it is correctly positioned when 
it looks like a sombrero, not a 
beanie. To put it on, pinch the 
tip of the condom, place it on 
the head of the penis, and roll 
down. After ejaculation, hold 
the condom against the base of 
the ,eenis and immediately pull 
it off. 
Female condoms are made of 
polyurethane. VOX, Planned 
Parenthood, and PCAF have 
them for free, oryou can buy 
them from Babeland. Unlike 
the male condom, this condom 
is placed inside the body cav-
ity. It looks like a pouch with 
two bendy plastic rings. To 
put it in, take the inside ring, 
bend it into a figure 8, and in-
sert into the vagina or anus (it 
may help to use a guiding fin-
ger) Guide the penis into the 
outer ring, and have fun. This 
condom provides more pro-
tection than the male condom 
because part of it stays outside 
the body, covering more surface 
area. Female-bodied folks may 
enjoy the extra clitoral stimu-
lation the outer ring can pro-
vide. Warning: it is surprisingly 
easy to miss the condom and 
penetrate without protection 
SEE SEX ED PAGE 7 
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Good chance of human survival 
By Arjun Dhillon 
adhillon@ups.edu 
Opinions Writer 
It is easy to feel despondent 
about the condition of the 
world today. Every year mil-
lions of people die from violent 
conflicts, poverty and diseases 
like AIDS and Malaria. Those 
who escape this death toll have 
to grapple with the threat of 
global warming, economic de-
pression and an impending en-
ergy crisis. 
Our current situation 
looks bleak. In many cases, 
the damage we've inflicted 
upon each other and our 
environment seems to 
have finally produced ob-
stacles that can't be over-
come. Is it really as bad as it 
seems to be? Are we slowly fal-
tering along the path of human 
progress? 
The answer is tentatively op-
timistic. Life is indeed pretty 
crappy for a great number of 
people but the end of days is 
probably not yet at hand. There 
are some exceptions but a large 
body of evidence suggests that 
life is actuallygetting better for 
the majority of humans. 
In the early 1980's the World 
Bank reported that more than 
40 percent of people were liv-
ing on less than one U.S. dol-
lar per day. Individuals living 
in such extreme poverty had 
little access to medical care, 
education or safe drinking wa-
ter. Thus, child mortality rates 
were high and life expectancy 
was relatively low. 
Today, only around 20 per-
cent of the world population 
lives on less than one dollar per 
day. Except for Africa, poverty 
rates have declined significant-
ly throughout the world since 
the early 80's. Life expectancy 
is increasing in many of the 
a budget exceeding $35,000 
to put out a yearbook for free. 
Also employing roughly seven 
thousand dollars left over from 
the previous year's budget, this 
put their budget somewhere 
near $42,000, which is plenty 
more than any other media or 
club, however, I don't have ac-
cess to the final figures. Last 
year, The Trail wrote an article 
about the Tamanawas budget, 
after the Edmondson/Bon-
niwell administration worked 
valiently to kill the yearbook. 
Instead, they ended up spend-
ing a significant portion of the 
ASUPS budget on this upcom-
ing book, hoping to rejuvenate 
the whole Tamanawas enter-
prise. No pressure, current Ta-
manawas staff. 
As it stands, I don't support 
Tamanawas in its current form. 
I would rather see something 
more akin to a UPS specific 
wikipedia that details our cam-
pus life. A UPSpedia would 
create a community memory 
that better represented the 
multifaceted campus we at-
tend. People could voice opin-
ions about a class, a professor 
and building remodels. Photo- 
poorest nations and, according 
to UNICEF, child mortality 
rates have decreased by nearly 
50 percent. In fact, for the first 
time in modern society, the 
child mortality rate is under 10 
million per year. 
Most of the world is also be-
coming more educated. Inter-
national literacy has gone from 
about 75 percent to nearly 90 
percent in the last thirty years, 
and high school and college 
education rates are increasing 
in nearly every world region. 
These social advances in turn 
contribute to an increasingly 
robust world market. Accord-
ing to the World Bank, the 
global economy grew by 4 per-
cent last year and many other 
countries prospered above this 
international average. The gross 
domestic product increased by 
7 percent in India, 10 percent 
in China and more than 6 per-
cent in Africa lastyear. 
Advances in global health 
issues provide another solid 
platform of optimism. Govern-
ment and philanthropic fund-
ing for the research and treat-
ment of disease and poverty 
has never been higher and new 
treatments are being developed 
every day. 
Except for Africa, death 
rates fiorn two of the world's 
deadliest diseases - HIV and 
malaria - are declining. Vacci-
nation programs have defeated 
smallpox, reduced measles by 
60 percent over the last ten 
years and nearly eradicated 
polio. Genetically engineered 
food is reducing malnutrition 
and simple vitamin drops are 
services could have the excuse 
to take pictures of everything 
happening, because every event 
would deserve its own picture. 
The Trail could_post articles di-
rectly to the UPSpedia, giving 
constant updates on an issue or 
change. 
Ofcourse, due to the very na-
ture of your average college stu-
dent, an editor would be need-
ed to approve changes, prevent 
vandalism and delete repetitive 
or irrelevant pages. Otherwise, 
every party would get its page, 
and there is nothing new about 
Freshmen vomiting on them-
selves. 
But I don't deny that a physi-
cal manifestation of a yearbook 
is special in its own way. This is 
why you develop a book request 
system. An editor draws from 
all the relevant articles for that 
year, or updates that are perti-
nent and organizes the type of 
yearbook that we're accustomed 
to now People submit requests 
for the book, and a batch is 
printed, which prevents guesti-
mations that lead to overspend-
ing on copies of books no one 
will buy, and wasted materials. 
Because all of this information  
preventing blindness and death 
in children across the world. 
Of course, disease and pov-
erty are still deadly realities 
for many people and positive 
trends are not good reasons 
to shrug off responsibility or 
just* apathy. Instead, they 
should serve as a map marker 
to help guide the progress of 
our species. 
Nearly half of Americans 
believe that we should not get 
involved with the welfare of 
other countries. Their impulse 
to focus on our own 
problems is certainly 
understandable but this 
would be a disastrously 
counterproductive ap-
proach. Human progress 
is an internationally con-
nected effort and without 
continued commitment to the 
prosperity of our fellow man, 
the future really will become as 
awful as it sometimes seems. 
Arjun Dhillon is not prepared to 
announce when the world will end. 
References... 
International Poverty 
Statistics: http://www.global-
policy.org/socecon/develop/tables/  
dollaraday.htm 
International Education 
Statistics: 
http://stats.uis.unesco.org/ 
unesco/TableViewer/document. 
aspx?ReportId=143&IF 
Language=eng 
International Child 
Mortality Rates: 
http://www.undispatch.com/ 
archives/2007/09/global child 
mo.php 
World Health Statistics: 
http://www.who. int/health- 
info/statistics/en/ 
CONT. FROM PAGE 6 
is backed up online, a copy of 
this book could be available in 
the library. If it gets lost or sto-
len, we have all that informa-
tion, and we can order another 
book if necessary. We can order 
batches of 20 from small scale 
printing presses. It doesn't need 
to be terribly snazzy, but a well 
thought out and designed col-
lection by a competent editor. 
I think this serves the UPS 
community a great deal bet-
ter than our current set up. The 
online component means less 
resources built, and the initial 
framework is already available 
in the popular wild form, some-
thing that OIS and the Theatre 
department have already delved 
into. This technology isn't for-
eign, itjust needs the weight 
of ARTS and some of the 
administration behind it. You 
wouldn't be killing the hard 
copy yearbook, angering alum-
ni. Instead, you'd be upgrading 
it, creating something new for 
all to enjoy. 
Brandon Lueken is also plan-
ning to revamp The Trail — think 
billboards and flashing lights. 
CLINTON 
that issues of physical appear-
ance and dress are more signif-
icant and worthy of discussion 
when they relate to a woman, 
while those of their male 
counterpoints often merit no 
notice. Of course, the issue 
should not matter for any can-
didate, but when the issue is 
biased towards a single candi-
date based on their gender, it is 
completely inappropriate. 
The problem is not only 
negative coverage of her cloth-
ing, but positive coverage in 
the same vein as well. When a 
male candidate's attire is taken 
for granted and not discussed, 
any focus on a female candi-
date's attire, whatever the na-
ture of the coverage, is unfair 
and deeply troublesome. It 
seems that though the role of 
women in politics has come a 
far way in this country, we still 
have work to do before men 
and women can compete po-
litically on equal footing. 
I am not a supporter of Sen-
ator Clinton, but I believe she 
should fail to get the nomi-
nation based on the issues, 
not what she is wearing. We 
should be discussing issues like 
the vote for war, not the shade 
of Clinton's pantsuit. We have 
already had our caucuses, so, 
unless you are a student from 
somewhere like Texas or Ohio, 
DECISION 
region of Kosovo, which is over 
90 percent ethnic Albanian, 
has its own government that 
has been out of Belgrade's di-
rect control since 1999. 
Serbia is not likely to budge 
from the issue. The Serbian 
Prime Minister has denounced 
the U.S. for supporting the 
creation of a "false state ' and 
Vladimir Putin 
of Russia has 
been reported 
to say that the 
West s support 
will "come back 
to knock them 
on the head". Already there 
have been violent protests in 
the American Embassy in 
Serbia and the UN Security 
Council is at odds about the 
gality of the change in status. 
e Russian government has 
denied that military action is 
being considered so questions 
of American involvement are 
close to follow. Our connec-
tion to foreign affairs is fresh 
on everyone's minds. 
SEX ED 
if the_penis partially exits the 
body. This risk diminishes with 
experience, though you might 
want to keep some emergency 
contraception on hand for the 
first few times you use this type 
of condom. 
Gloves: powderless latex 
gloves are a must have for pen-
etration with fingers. They can 
make manual penetration more 
comfortable if-you have calluses 
or rough spots on your hands, 
and they protect against STIs. 
You can get them at any phar-
macy - just rinse off the pow- 
CONT. FROM PAGE 5 
Senator Hillary Clinton wore a 
grey suit with an orange scarf 
when she visited UPS earlier 
this semester. 
this issue no longer plays a role 
in how we will vote. Despite 
that, the election is still dis-
cussed, so all I ask for is a little 
fairness, please. 
Seth Doherty watches What Not 
to Wear religiously. 
CONT. FROM PAGE 5 
The question is: will Kosovo 
become another Iraq for the 
U.S.? 
The likely answer is no. The 
United States does not have 
the same vested interest in the 
Baltics as it does in the Mid-
dle East, and coupled with the 
coming turnover in leadership, 
chances are we will not be fight-
ing another 
war. Not a war 
in the strict-
est sense of 
the word, per-
haps—but on 
this issue, the 
U.S. has put itself at direct odds 
with two world powerhouses—
Russia and China. The U.S. has 
been blamed for encouraging 
the creation of the state—will 
China similarly. blame the 
United States if Taiwan tries to 
unilaterally secede? Only time 
will tell, but certainly America 
will not be able to sit this one 
out in any case. 
Isabelle Eyre also cannot sit this 
out. 
CONT. FROM PAGE 6 
der before you have sex. Babe-
land has non-latex options. 
If you think that gloves are 
not important, know that hu-
man papilloma virus (HPV) 
can hang out under fingernails. 
If you touch yourself and then 
your partner, other STIs as well 
as sperm can hop a ride on your 
hand and inct/impregnate. 
Unless you want to spend the 
whole evening getting up and 
scrubbing your hands, gloves 
are the way to go. 
Glynnis Kirchmeier has the best 
advice. 
TAMANAWAS 
Will Koso v o become an-
other Iraq for the US? 
The likely a nswer is no. 
      
Cocktales irp Too hot in Wyatt Lunar eclipse Huckabee 
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We are running for ASUPS office because we want 
to make this campus a better place. We want students 
to be involved in campus activities, and we have a 
plan. We cannot simply tell students to get involved 
and expect results, instead we need to allow them 
opportunities to find their own interests. We plan to 
improve support for campus clubs and media, thus 
allowing students opportunities to define their own 
interests and be involved how they choose. We would 
like to enable this by simplifying the club creation 
process, and directing more money to clubs and the 
media. 
ASUPS cannot tell students what to be interestec 
or how to do it, thus we intend to encourage studer 
to explore their own interests. Current club fund- 4 
ing sits at around 5%, with appropriate demand we 
intend to raise club funding to up to 12%. If studen 
are interested in being involved in something, it is t 
responsibility of ASUPS to fund that club. 
ASUPS currently has nearly $280,000 sitting in a 
capital account. The ASUPS senate is spending thil 
money slowly on short-term unnecessary purchases 
Plasma TV's in the info center, projectors in the Ro 
tunda and Marshall hall, and perhaps even flags alo 
We are Sam Kussin-Shoptaw and Max Harris and 
we are running as the most qualified candidates for 
the ASUPS executive office. Not one, but both of us 
have served years on the Senate floor learning the 
ways of the student government apparatus while cre-
ating lasting social networks and contacts throughout 
the administration and across the University Together, 
we have created the Annual charitable 3-on-3 bas-
ketball tournament known as Slam Jam that benefits 
Pierce County AIDS Foundation. And during Sam's 
time as Popular Entertainment Programmer, we have 
seen the likes of Blue Scholars, Dead Prez, and Ben 
Folds being invited to our campus to play. We don't 
speak of our experience to try and one-up our fellow 
candidates, instead we want to emphasize our abil-
ity to execute the office from the very start with little 
or no learning curve. We know what it takes to lead 
ASUPS effectively and we plan to represent the stu-
dent body with enthusiasm and innovative ideas. 
We are running on a very specific platform. Our first 
goal is to transform the way that ASUPS communi-
cates with you, and the way you communicate with 
ASUPS. Currently, not enough resources are being 
spent on making the webpage accessible and easy  
to use. For example, we think it is unacceptable that 
groups, clubs, and sports teams have to use Facebook 
to keep us informed of their activities when we each 
spend almost $200 a year on student government fees 
We propose a student activities email (ala Arts and 
Lectures email) that will inform you of all upcoming) 
student events. We intend to revamp the webpage an 
put it in the forefront as a tool for students to spread 
their message across the University. The site will 
inform you where ASUPS funds go and how easy it i 
to utilize them. 
ASUPS budget allocations are often biased or 
About Ian Jaray 
Home Town: Manitou Springs, 
CO; Year: Junior; Major: BLP 
Interests: Running/playing 
sports, watching The Office or 
Entourage, friends 
Experience: RA - I have worked 
for the past two years in A/L 
facilitating programs, mediating 
conflicts, and connecting with 
residents. 
Campus Visit Program Coordi-
nator - I coordinate and sched-
ule all prospective students that 
visit campus as well as oversee 
35 tour guides and 40 over-
night hosts. 
Budget Task 
Force Student 
Represen-
tative: 
I was 
lected as 1 of 2 student repre-
sentatives to design and recom-
mend the 2008-2009 University 
budget. 
Why Ian would be an excel-
lent ASUPS President 
Integrity. Honesty. Experience. 
These are the characteristics I 
value in leadership and strive 
to uphold in my personal and 
professional life. Additionally, I 
understand the rigors of becom-
ing the ASUPS president and 
have the necessarily skills for the 
position. During my experiences 
serving as the Campus Visit Pro-
gram Coordinator as well as one 
of two student representatives 
on the University Budget Task 
Force, I have learned how to both 
structure my time to implement 
long term projects and accom-
plish short term goals. Finally, 
my two years as an RA have not 
only taught me to listen, but to 
problem solve. 
About Summer Nazer 
Home Town: Pullman, WA; 
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia; Year: 
Sophomore; Major: Politics & 
Gov 
Interests: Following US 
and international 
politics, traveling, 
rock climb-
ing, Logger 
athletics, 
Alpha 
Phi, 
WSU 
football, painting, 
friends 
Experience: 
ASUPS Senator-
At-Large -
Regular Senate 
duties I served 
on Awards and 
Scholarship 
Committee and 
was the Chair of 
Elections Com-
mittee. 
Peer Board Member - I heard 
cases on minor violations of the 
student conduct code and, as a 
group, collectively agreed on the 
appropriate the sanction. 
Co-Founder of St Martin's 
Debate Team - At St. Martin's 
University, the school I trans-
ferred from, I was a founding 
member of SMU's first Debate 
Team and served as publicity 
chair as well as the co-treasurer. 
Why Summer would be 
an excellent ASUPS Vice 
President 
I have experience, enthusiasm 
and the will to make a differ-
ence. I believe by being involved 
in the local level of the poli 
process I can make a differo 
and contribute to my coma 
nity in a positive and effecti  
manner. After transferring 
UPS I immediately ran and 
elected in as an ASUPS Ser 
tor. As the Senator-At-Lai 
have the experience necessa 
and the passion required to 
become your VP. Having gr 
up in a college town I woul( 
like to see the amenities cor 
monly available at big schol 
at our small university. I wil 
my absolute best to make st 
our ideas become a reality or 
in office. 
Polls open: 2/28 0 10 a.m 
Polls dose- 3/3 0 6 p.m. 
• 
Log on to uvote.ups.edu  to 
cast your vote 
DISCLAIMER: The following ASUPS biographies do not represent the v 
The Trail and have been left unedited by The Trail staff. 
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on and Alder, all are decent purchases, but short 
. We would use 75% of the capital account to 
to a self-sustaining endowment to send students 
clubs to conferences and events across the nation. 
S is an impressive school but is unknown outside 
he Northwest. We would use the interest from this 
owment to get students out pursuing their own in-
sts while they get UPS on the national scene. This 
owment could easily generate $20,000 annually to 
UPS students for decades to come. 
tudents on this campus need more representation. 
will throw the full backing of ASUPS behind 
clubs and students dealing with problematic depart-
ments on campus. We will deal with athletics to 
ensure that clubs like ultimate, lacrosse, and rugby 
all get a fair shot at field times, and that students are 
ensured answers to their questions. We will represent 
the students when no one else will, to ensure that your 
problems are fairly resolved. Representing students 
means representation during the good and the bad. 
Each of the recent ASUPS administrations has at- 
tempted to fix the ASUPS website, which has created 
a semi-functional patchwork of webpages. We pro- 
pose to create a final, maintainable revision of the site, 
using one thing which previous administrations have 
lacked, experience and knowledge of web develop-
ment and server administration. This website has huge 
potential to benefit students, and it needs to be made 
to do so. 
With a budget of just over $500,000, and dozens of 
student-staff members the ASUPS executive positions 
carry significant responsibility. Each semester students 
each pay $97 in student government fees. What do 
you get from your student government? 
Vote Torey Holderith and Jeff Ammons 
We want to create a set of criteria guiding 
udget process for our clubs to better determine 
groups deserve more or less student funding. 
want to help support our athletes on campus. 
PS vans frequently sit in the parking lot unused 
they instead could be transporting fans to off-
us sites where our friends play club or division 
orts. We want our loyal fans to be rewarded with 
PS shirts and free tailgating events before big 
 
r ultimate goal is to bring our community 
er. We come from different states, each of us  
with different interests and skills. UPS has a diverse 
student community and our student government 
should continue to reflect that. As your candidates we 
intend to host a discussion that should last until the 
very end of our term. We pledge to be accessible every 
step of the way. We want to know what you would 
like seen changed in our community. We know how to 
get things done in ASUPS and with your suggestions 
and assistance we can help student government finally 
serve its most important constituent once more - you 
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ASUPS provides UPS and its students with a wide range of opportunities in the 
xfortn-of clubs, media, and programming. We want everyone to be informed, included, 
and excited about all of these opportunities. If elected, we will work hard to improve 
communication between ASUPS and the campus community. We intend on having 
students become more involved in the decision making processes of ASUPS. This is 
relevant to every student on this campus because your student fee goes toward the 
$600,000 ASUPS budget responsible for funding clubs, media, programming, and 
other student activities. Without open lines of communication between the campus 
and ASUPS those funds may not be directed toward the things most important to 
you. 
We plan to 	 implement 
monthly web 	 surveys that 
have questions 	 from stu- 
dents involved 	 in different 
parts of campus 	 life such as 
the Student Di- 	 versity Cen- 
ter, Club Sports, 	 Greek 
Life, Campus 
	 o Media and 
Programmers, 
	 m and more. 
We want every 	 student to 
know pertinent 	 information 
about campus 	 G events, 
from lectures to 	 W athletics to 
age-old tradi- 	 mtions like 
Homecoming 	 and the 
Luau. 
At the end of the day, we are all at UPS to learn. Therefore, we believe that ASUPS 
should play a strong role in facilitating the improvement of the academic environ-
ment at UPS. One major area identified as "in need of improvement" is the limited 
weekday access to the library. In response to this issue, we are committed to bringing 
24-hour library access to UPS students, thus ensuring that your tuition is working 
for you around the clock. Additionally, we want to create ASUPS sponsored scholar-
ships to provide more opportunities and foster greater educational achievement to 
students who excel in various capacities. 
Throughout our three years at UPS, we have shown that we are committed to a 
wide variety of clubs and activities. This has given us the opportunity to truly connect 
with students from all walks of campus life. From Residence Life to the Business 
Leadership program to ASUPS programmer and Senate positions, we have experi-
ence within ASUPS but also bring an outside perspective that few others can. 
What this election comes down to is who is most passionate about UPS and will-
ing to put in the hard work. We are confident that we are the ones for the job. No 
empty promises. Just hard work, great communication, and a lot of fun. Voting is 
February 28th through March 3rd in the SUB or online at asups.ups.edu . 
Are you tired of voting for uggos, grossos and generally yuck-
ers candidates? Then meet Hudson Hongo and Brian Wilbur, 
your next ASUPS President and Vice President. As hood rats 
who know something about the cheddar, they hustle daily, a 
dedication they will bring to the ASUPS executive office. Their 
comprehensive platform promises much needed reform within 
ASUPS starting with greater transparency. 
Right now a small circle of corpulent elites control your stu- 
dent government fees, which add up to half a million dollars a 
year. Adjusting for inflation, this figure is equivalent to over half 
million 99 cent cheeseburgers. Other candidates may promise 
to bank roll pet projects for special interest groups, but Hudson 
Hongo and Brian Wilbur prioritize disclosing where we drop 
the ducats first. Unsullied by previous ASUPS office, these 
shining paragons of masculinity will infiltrate and dissolve the 
powerful cabal that pockets your paper. 
The Hongo/Wilbur revolution is not without its own policy 
objectives, however. These two physically exquisite demigods 
have developed a thorough reform strategy for health issues at 
UPS. Foremost interested in making STD testing affordable 
for all students, Hudson Hongo and Brian Wilbur also plan to 
make access to off-campus health facilities simpler by compiling 
lists of insurance preferred services and providing transporta-
tion assistance during CHWS' off hours. Perhaps most dar-
ingly, these Shakuresque revolutionaries want to develop a more 
reasonable alcohol policy. The current policy, which promotes 
deceit and dishonesty must be replaced with one which can 
provide troubled students with the help their health problem 
demands, a pursuit Hudson Hongo and Brian Wilbur are to-
tally, like, all about. 
Furthermore, for students without alcohol problems the 
campus ban on communal drinking sources, such as kegs, is an 
unsustainable and absurd clause that will face serious opposition 
under the Hongo/Wilbur Administration. With the estimated 
half a million bottles and cans that students send to landfills 
year, such a regulation is eco-hostile on a campus striving for 
sustainability. 
Fiercely driven and blinding brilliant, Hudson Hongo and 
Brian Wilbur are the kind of men epic poetry is written about. 
Instead of spending all day kissing hands and shaking babies 
like other candidates, they have been doing dirt to make our 
campus a better place, a commitment they hope to bring to the 
big table. When God gives you lemons, you find a new god. 
Hudson Hongo and Brian Wilbur are perfect for the role. 
HEYMAN, have you heard the WORD? 
Yusuf Word and Ross Heyman for ASUPS President and Vice President! 
Ro•-• flex nan 	 lukbon 1lono,o and Brian Wilbur 
"Rewind" 
recalls 
old days 
of VHS 
By Elyssa Dahl 
edahl@ups.edu 
A&E Writer 
Anyone remember the 
VHS? It is pretty hard to re-
member those days, but in Be 
Kind Rewind, director Michel 
Gondry brings the archaic art 
form back to the forefront. 
Gondry is famous for in-
dulging in visual effects. Two 
of his recent movies, The Sci-
ence of Sleep and Eternal Sun-
shine of the Spotless Mind, 
exhibit creative use of outra-
geous story lines and story-
book images. If you have seen 
his Lego blocked music video 
for The White Stries'"Fell in 
Love With A Girl, you know 
the product is impressive. 
Be Kind Rewind, released 
Feb. 22, tells the story of Mike 
(Mos Def) and Jerry ( Jack 
Black), two guys in charge 
of a suffering neighborhood 
video store while the boss, Mr. 
Fletcher (Danny Glover), is 
out of town. 
When Jerry magnetizes his 
brain at the local power plant, 
chaos ensues. His sheer pres-
ence in the store erases all of 
the movies from the tapes. 
Mike is left stumped as to how 
to keep the business running 
while his boss is away. 
Instead of shutting down 
shop and admitting defeat, 
SEE REWIND PAGE I I 
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/KEVIN CURLETT 
Voices of Garden Level should be heard echoing across campus this upcoming spring semester. 
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/NICOLE MARSHALL 
Silk Thai's chicken satay is available as an appetizer and is an excellent starter for spicy food. 
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Garden Level grows in popularity 
Male a cappella group performs classical and _popular favorites 
By Lauren Mouat 
lmouat@ups.edu 
A&E Editor 
As spring semester gets un-
der way, students can expect 
to hear much more from Gar-
den Level, the male a cappella 
group on campus. The group 
has not only gained new mem-
bers in the past few months 
but plans to make itself more 
of a presence on campus. 
A cappella, Latin for "from 
the chapel/choir," is singing  
without any instrumental ac-
companiment; the singers 
themselves are responsible for 
creating every intricacy of a 
song (in addition to the lyrics) 
using only their voices. 
What makes a cappella in-
teresting is the diversity of its 
subjects: songs range from the 
classical like "Ave Maria" to 
more modern pieces favored 
by Garden Level like "Acci-
dentally In Love" and "Sherry," 
both performed on Valentine's 
Day this year. 
A cappella has been gaining 
popularity on college campus-
es in the past couple decades, 
and these ten men from UPS 
have joined the proliferation 
of singers across the country. 
This year's Garden Level is 
the conglomeration of two 
previous a cappella groups 
on campus: the former Gar-
den Level (which had disin-
tegrated as members left to 
study abroad0 and the recently 
formed 7-UPS named for its 
seven participants (who attend 
UPS...get it?). 
Now, with former sing- 
ers back on campus, the new 
Garden Level is preparing for 
a fantastic semester under the 
unofficial leadership of Francis 
Reynolds and Wilson Cecil. 
but two of Garden 
Level's members are in Adel-
phians, so the question arises, 
why start yet another musical 
group on campus? 
Senior Sam R 
 Riggs some- 
thing not related to the Uni-
versity"where the group is free 
to organize and direct them-
selves as well as choose their 
own songs outside the classical 
genre favored by Adelphians. 
Without a cirector telling 
them what to sing, the group 
is free to pick and choose 
whatever they want. Although 
this is liberating, it certainly 
provides a challenge and songs 
can be hit or miss. 
"We have no idea what 
we're really capable of singing. 
Something could be complete-
ly outside of our ability or it'll 
work really well," Riggs said. 
Although it's difficult to find 
music, everyone contributes. 
Each member is "capable of 
transposing music and making 
music themselves," senior Win 
Holden said. 
With the freedom to change 
words or rework lines, the 
group can have a lot of fun 
personalizing songs or rework-
ing them to fit the occasion of 
a performance and to reflect 
their own personal style. 
A cappella may be the most 
group-oriented of musical 
groups. Unlike traditional 
music ensembles, you "have 
to know other people's parts 
more than your own," said 
sophomore Francis Reynolds, 
to keep the music together. 
SEE GARDEN PAGE I2 
Silk Thai Cafe 
serves convenient, 
delicious favorites 
By Gina Tzodikov 
gtzodikov@ups.edu  
A&E Writer 
If I had to choose a restau-
rant that was worthy to go to 
twice in one week, it would 
have to be the Silk Thai Café. 
Silk Thai is located at 3401 6th 
Avenue and is a less than ten 
minute walk from campus. 
Its local competitors are East 
West (in the Proctor district) 
and Wild Orchid (on 6th Av-
enue). Though I have only been 
to East West and Silk Thai, out 
of those two I think the lat-
ter is better. Why else would I 
have chosen to go there twice 
in one week? 
The first night I went to Silk 
Thai was on Valentine's Day 
and it was filled with UPS 
couples. Although there was a 
wait, I was able to assert my-
self and get a table within ten 
minutes. 
The inside of the café smells 
of delicious Thai peanut sauce 
and the tables are made of a 
deep dark wood. It is small 
inside which adds to the café 
setting. 
Although this establishment 
claims to be a café, their menu 
is quite large and has many op-
tions. The items they offer are 
typical of most Thai restaurants 
that I have been to. 
A dish that I had never heard 
of, Massaman Curry, caught 
my eye. This dish had a me-
dium spice to it and was served 
with roasted peanuts, onions, 
potatoes, coconut milk curry 
sauce and your choice of tofu, 
chicken, or shrimp. I ordered it 
with shrimp, which wereper-
fectly cooked and picked up 
the peanut flavor in the sauce. 
It was absolutely to die for. 
The curry was filling and there 
was definitely enough to share, 
but that did not stop me from 
eating most of the serving and 
I ordered this dish the second 
time I went to Silk Thai as 
well. 
The café offers three variet-
ies of rice — white, brown and 
coconut — to accompany their 
entrées. I would recommend 
ordering the coconut rice; it 
was stickier and sweeter than  
plain white rice and it also add-
ed to the coconut milk flavor in 
the curry. Sophomore and as-
sistant editor for the Arts & 
Entertainment section, Lauren 
Mouat, said "This coconut rice 
is so yummy!" 
At Silk Thai, diners also have 
the option of ordering different  
levels of spice (ranging from 
mild to hot) with their entrée. 
The Swimming Angel — a 
bed of spinach with Thai peanut 
sauce, broccoli, roasted peanuts 
and a choice of tofu, shrimp or 
chicken — was delicious. 
SEE SILK THAI PAGE 12 
PHOTO COURTESY OF COLLEGECANDY.COM  
In Be Kind Rewind, struggling video store owners remake the classic film Driving Miss Daisy. 
WHAT'S 
UP AT 
UPS? 
Friday, Feb. 29 
4 p.m. 	 Tennis (M) vs. 
Whitworth 
6:30 p.m. JSO and SAGE 
Shabbat Dinner 
7:30 p.m. Faculty Recital 
Series: An Italian 
Journey, Duane 
Hulbert, piano 
7:30 p.m. "A Collage of 
Comedy' several 
one-act plays by 
David Ives 
8:30 p.m. Campus Films: 
THE MUMMY 
Saturday, Max. 1 
11 a.m. 	 Track & Field vs. 
Lewis & Clark, 
Seattle Pacific 
3 p.m. 	 Tennis (M) vs. 
Whitman 
7:30 p.m. "A Collage of 
Comedy 
8 p.m. 	 Campus Films: 
The Mummy 
8:30 p.m. Campus Films: 
The Mummy 
Sunday, Mar. 2 
6 p.m. 	 Campus Films: 
The Mummy 
8 p.m. 	 Campus Films: 
The Mummy 
Monday, Mar. 3 
4 p.m. 	 Social Scientific 
Approaches Core 
Review Disc. 
6 p.m. 	 Social Justice 
Film Series 
7 p.m. 	 Radical Reels 
Film Tour 
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Mike and Jerry make the obvi-
ous choice to re-film the entire 
catalogue of movies by them-
selves. 
Using an old camcorder and 
homemade costumes, they set 
off to make their own versions 
of some of Hollywood's big-
gest films. 
As is typical for Gondry, this 
plot is completely unconven-
tional. 
Shockingly, customers can-
not seem to get enough of the 
do-it-yourself charm. Mike 
and Jerry name their new busi-
ness strategy "sweding" and  
take on roles as actor/directors. 
Before taping Ghostbusters, 
Mike says, "I m Bill Murray, 
you're everyone else." 
Despite the newfound op-
timism, the shop immediately 
faces the looming presence of 
zoning officials who want to 
tear down the store and busi-
nessmen attempting to sue for 
copyright infringement. 
Even in the face of defeat, 
sweding unites the commu-
nity and makes neighborhood 
members feel like they are part 
of the movies they love. Mike 
and Jerry inspire everyone to  
reconsider the way they see 
things and the whole town 
sets off to create a film dedi-
cated to the hometown hero, 
Fats Waller. 
Be Kind Rewind has a na-
ivety to it that can be both en-
dearing and annoying. While 
it is comforting to think of 
films as being public property, 
the truth can be a little more 
complicated. The fact that two 
grown men believe that swed-
ing is a viable solution is en-
tertaining, but a bit hard to 
believe. 
Be Kind Rewind is not the  
CONT. FROM PAGE I0 
greatest Michel Gondry film 
ever released, but it is certainly 
an attempt to broaden the au-
dience that connects with his 
work. 
Gondry sacrifices some char-
acter development to make the 
plot complete and throughout 
the film you get the sense that 
the characters are going no-
where. Even so, the film is in-
stantly charming and far easier 
to follow than his earlier ef-
forts. 
Mos Def and Jack Black are 
hugely recognizable names 
and despite their characters' 
twisted conceptions of reality, 
they manage to be great com-
plements to each other. Not 
surprising in such a fanatical 
premise, the two create some 
moments of undeniable com-
edy. 
If you are looking for a pow-
erful statement condemning 
corporate Hollywood or glo-
rifying the creativity of home-
made art, you might have to 
look somewhere else. 
But if you simply want to 
enjoy a night at the movies, Be 
Kind Rewind is a good choice. 
It is quirky, funny, and most of 
all, different from any block-
buster film dominating the 
theatres. 
Be Kind Rewind, unfortu-
nately, is not playing anywhere 
within walking distance of 
UPS, but it is worth a drive to 
check it out. 
If you cannot seem to find 
time amid the insanity of mid-
terms, as much as it pains me 
to say, you may have to wait 
for this film to be released on 
DVD. 
Elyssa Dahl doesn't rewind. 
REWIND 
"Collage" offers humor, insight 
By David Lev 
dlev@ups.edu  
A&E Writer 
There are a lot of differ-
ent plays and other theatri-
cal events happening around 
this time, so its sometimes 
hard to keep track of them 
all. One production definitely 
worth looking at is "Collage of 
Comedy," which premieres at 
7:30 tonight at Norton Clapp 
Theater. 
Why should you go to this 
particular play? Because it is, 
according to its assistant di-
rector, senior Clayton Weller, 
"just a great night at the the-
ater." 
"Collage of Comedy" is a 
compilation of short one-act 
plays by famed playwright 
David Ives. Ives began writing 
plays when he was an under-
graduate student at North-
western University, which 
may explain the popularity his 
plays have among high school 
and college performers. 
Hisplays are often surrealist 
and depict humorous, alter-
nate worlds where characters 
experience ordinary situations 
in extraordinary ways. They 
explore human relationships, 
ambitions, and sometimes 
delve into more serious topics 
like the nature of God and his 
relationship, with humanity. 
Ives is also renowned for 
his musical theater. He adapts 
American musical favorites 
to create musical jokes, such 
as performing jazzy Gershwin 
tunes in strict time. One play 
mocks Phillip Glass, the father 
of minimalism. 
"Ives is one of the most in-
ventive comicplaywrights," 
theater professor John Rindo 
said. 
A previous collection of one-
acts p  Ives, "All In the Tim- 
"We have an incredible col-
lection of actors who are very 
good at comedy. I admire their 
inventiveness, their hard work, 
and their willingness to ex-
plore." 
ing," won the prestigious John 
Gagner Playwriting Award. 
According to a summary of 
the event on the UPS website, 
Vincent Camby of the New 
York Times calls Ives "wiz-
ardly ... a master of language." 
Camby said, "He uses words 
for their meanings, sounds, and 
associations, spinning conceits 
of a sort I've not seen or heard 
before. He's an original." 
"Collage of Comedy"is made 
up of a bunch of one-acts that 
hadn't been previously col-
lected together. The material 
was painstakingly selected by 
Rindo and Weller over last 
summer. They worked to "try 
to find ways that the plays had 
a unifying style but also were  
in a unique world unto them-
selves," as Rindo put it. 
"In the course of students' 
four years we try to show a 
very broad range of dramatic 
experiences," said Rindo. "This 
comedic play balances out the 
very serious 'Cripple of Inish-
maan' that we showed in the 
fall. It's also just very fun. If 
you like Monty Python, then 
its fun to go to experience that 
kind of inventive craziness 
which Ives has." 
Weller chose the final cut of 
plays because they provided a 
greater amount of opportunity 
for student actors. He also se-
lected pieces that he hoped 
would be relevant to the stu-
dents acting in them. 
"The plays have an extreme 
diversity of acting styles and 
subjects, and a lot of them deal 
with multiple possibilities," he 
said. 
One play, "Sure Thing," tells 
the bittersweet story of two 
people moving toward having 
a relationship, but continually 
being thwarted by obstacles. 
Whenever either of them falls 
into the usual pattern of saying 
the wrong thing at the wrong 
time, the story resets itself to 
the beginning and the couple 
has to restart their courtship 
ritual. 
Rindo also spoke of the tal-
ented and dedicated cast and 
crew of "Collage of Comedy." 
"We have an incredible col-
lection of actors who are very  
good at comedy," he said. "I 
admire their inventiveness, 
their hard work, and their 
willingness to explore." 
Rindo believes that one of 
the production's strengths lies 
in the set design. "I also want 
to note that the designers have 
done things that people prob-
ably have never seen before," 
he said. 
While the sheer amount of 
plays this semester might seem 
overwhelming, I would seri-
ously suggest that you check 
out this production. Take a 
break from life and spend an 
evening watching people deal 
with ordinary problems in a 
hilarious and light-hearted 
context. 
"Collage of Comedy" will 
surely cheer audiences with 
an innovative, humorous, and 
creative perspective on life. 
David Lev would like to 
think that he's a "Sure Thing." 
"Collage of Comedy," by 
David Ives plays Friday, Feb-
ruary 29 through Thursday, 
March 6 at Norton Clapp The-
ater. Tickets are available at 
the Wheelock Student Center: 
$11 general, $7 UPS student/ 
faculty/staff 
Tuesday, Mar. 4 
4:30 p.m. Dean's List 
Celebration 
Wednesday, Mar. 5 
10 a.m. 	 Health and 
Wellness Expo 
6 p.m. 	 Daedalus Lecture 
by Elise Richman 
7:30 p.m. "A Collage of 
Comedy 
Thursday, Mar. 6 
11 a.m. 	 Golf (M): Logger 
Invitational 
11 a.m. 	 Golf (W): 
Logger 
Invitational 
7:30 p.m. "A Collage of 
Comedy 
Friday, Mar. 7 
8 a.m. 	 Golf (M): Logger 
Invitational 
8 a.m. 	 Golf (W): 
Logger 
Invitational 
8:30 a.m. Campus Films: 
The Golden 
Compass 
12 p.m. 	 Study Abroad 
Risk management 
Seminar 
12:05 p.m. Organ at Noon 
4 p.m. 	 Tennis (W) vs. 
George Fox 
7:30 p.m. "A Collage of 
Comedy 
7:30 p.m. University Wind 
Ensemble 
Concert 
SILK THAI 
 
CONT. FROM PAGE 10 
 
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/NICOLE MARSHALL 
Sixth Avenue's Silk Thai offers tried-and-true favorites like Pad 
Thai, along with more exotic curries, entrees, and desserts. 
GARDEN 
 
CONT. FROM PAGE 10 
 
Each song has four to five 
parts and there are gener-
ally two to three _people sing-
ing each part. C'am Nakano 
explained that the key to a 
successful performance is to 
blend. Nakano stressed the 
point that each separate piece 
in a song must unite with the 
other pieces in order to create 
a unified song that listeners 
will follow and enjoy. 
In a performance, the singers 
will arrange themselves so that 
the different parts of a song are 
separated. This division helps 
to further the blending of all 
the sounds into one cohesive 
piece. 
The old Garden Level was 
formed in 2004 under the 
leadership of Michael Lucia 
and generally performed only 
two to three times per semes-
ter. The men of the new Gar-
den Level are determined to 
have more of an obvious pres-
ence on campus. 
The group's performance 
on Valentine's Day gathered 
an enthusiastic crowd to the 
S.U.B. Lounge. The group 
sans the "Star Spangled -Ban-
ner during the 1.JPS basket- 
ball game 
during 
 weekend. This 
week they are looking forward 
to performing the infamous 
"Dick in Box, at an appropri-
ate venue: Cocktales. 
As the weather warms up 
the group plans to sing out-
doors some Friday afternoons 
and with more scheduled per-
formances will hopefully soon 
be known across campus. 
"What's really cool about this 
year and this group of guys is 
that we're all about getting out 
and singing for people," junior 
Wilson Cecil said. 
This publicity will not only 
allow the members of Garden 
Level to "practice their craft," 
it will provide some creative 
exposure for the single gents 
in the group seeking to woo 
attractive females with their 
distinctive musical talents. 
Junior Jay Boekeloo in par-
ticular comes with a stunning 
review from his peers as being 
"quiet but cunning with lots 
and lots of cash." Ladies, inter-
pret that comment in which-
ever way you want. 
Whether they are trying to 
out-sing each other, making 
jokes about songs, or listening 
intently to voice recordings 
while keeping the beat with 
the snapping of their fingers, 
the men of UPS's Garden 
Level are dedicated to work-
ing together to sing the best 
songs they can. 
"We've got ten guys with ten 
reat voices," Reynolds said. 
ith such a well-received 
start this semester we can only 
hope they will be singing to us 
for years to come. 
Lauren is voting for Gar-
den Level's Torey Holderith for 
ASUPS president. 
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/KEVIN CURLETT 
Without a director, members of Garden Level must rely on 
each other during rehearsal to stay motivated and focused. 
At a glance... 
To get to Silk Thai from cam-
pus: go down Union toward 
6th. Turn left on 6th. Silk Thai 
is a few buildings down on the 
left, across a parking lot. Enjoy. 
NM 	 •I 
BLUE MOUSE THEATRE 
2611 N. Proctor St. 
Feb. 29th - March 5th 
Atonement 
Nightly @ 7:00pm 
Saturday and Sunday Matinee @ 4:00 pm 
Rated R 
253-752-9500 www.bluemousetheatre.com  
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My friends and I chose tofu. 
I normally do not enjoy tofu, 
but in this dish it tasted just 
like the peanut sauce. I guess 
you could say that I am a suck-
er for peanut sauce. I have tried 
the same dish at East West and 
Silk Thai's version is definitely 
superior. 
A. classic Thai dish is Pad 
Thai. I also sampled this dish 
here, but I do not think it was 
the bestpreparation that I have 
tasted. It was a little on the 
bland side. My friend ordered 
the mild version of the dish, 
which I think was a poor deci-
sion. 
The sauce 
could have 
used more 
spice and 
flavor. I also 
thought 
the noodles 
were over- 
., 	 cooked. 
The sec-
ond time that I went, I tried 
a few more dishes. One of 
the dishes was called jumping 
Prawns with Honey. This was 
a salad served with mangoes, 
pineapples, honey roasted wal-
nuts and a honey dressing. It 
was satisfying; however, there 
was more lettuce in the dish 
than any of the other ingredi-
ents. 
Mouat ordered an appetizer 
sampler called the -Nibbles 
Platter. This appetizer included 
Thai Fried Spring Rolls, Fresh 
Salad Rolls, -Silk lhai Golden 
Bags, Crab Wontons, and 
one of my personal favorites, 
Chicken Satay. 
This was a large starter, per-
fect to share or to have as 
a complete meal. After the 
Chicken Satay, my next fa-
vorite item was the Thai Fried 
Spring Rolls. They were not 
heavily fried and the plentiful 
vegetables inside the roll were 
perfectly sautéed. 
The four sauces that came 
with appetizer were all good 
and fun to try with all the dif-
ferent parts of the dish. 
With two visits to Silk Thai 
I was able to try a variety of 
desserts. My favorite dessert 
was the Mango Sticky Rice: 
a nicely-sized portion of soft 
white rice smothered with 
sweet, creamy coconut milk. 
The rice was accompanied by 
mango slices. 
The Mango Sticky Rice was 
served slightly warm, which 
was probably due to the coco-
nut milk sauce. 
Another dessert that I was 
able to try was Thai Fried 
Bananas, which was served 
with coconut 
ice cream and 
chocolate sauce. 
Although the 
bananas were 
crispy, I still 
-referred the 
Mango Sticky 
Rice. 
A less com-
mon Thai dessert, but still deli-
cious, is the Chocolate Bundt 
Cake. This warm, decadent and 
chocolate cake was served with 
a generous helping of choco-
late sauce and sweet vanilla ice 
cream. 
Silk Thai Café offers au-
thentic and savory Thai cuisine 
with some intriguing dishes 
that keep even the most de-
voted customers interested and 
coming back for more. If you 
haven't taken the short walk 
from campus to this café, I 
would recommend making a 
stop as soon as possible. 
Gina Tzodikov will eat almost 
anything covered in Thai peanut 
sauce. 
Colorado is the home of a lot of 
great things: the Rocky Mountains, 
the Denver Broncos and lots of snow, 
but more importantly: great Mexi-
can food. This week, I'm going to give 
you a recipe for some great guacamole 
that goes well with a lot of different 
foods. 
-Matt Hoffman 
Ingredients: 
4 large avocados ($ 6.00) 
8 teaspoons lime juice ($ 1.00) 
2 cups chopped cilantro ($ 1.29) 
1 cup chopped red onion ($ 0.89) 
8 cloves of garlic ($ 0.90) 
4 large Serrano chilies, seeded ($ 0.35) 
1 teaspoon salt 
I normally do not enjoy tofu, 
but in this dish it tasted just like 
the peanut sauce. I guess you 
could say that I am a sucker for 
peanut sauce. 
The Frugal Elude 
Optional Ingredients: 
Cayenne pepper 
1 tomato 
Mayonnaise 
Lime-flavored tortilla chips ($ 3.29) 
Guacamole 
I Instructions: 
Mash the avocados in a large bowl with a fork. After they are sufficiently mashed, I use a 
hand mixer to blend everything well. Then add all of the other ingredients and mix. If the 
avocados aren't very ripe, you can add a spoonful of mayonnaise to smooth everything out. I 
like my guacamole to be a little bit spicy, so I add cayenne pepper to taste, and a stir in some 
chopped tomatofor color. This recipe makes enough to bring a big bowlful to a party, so feel 
free to reduce it. 
Though it goes great with lime chips, this guacamole tastes especially amazing on a ham-
burger with pepperjack cheese and bacon. 
Total Cost: About $14 with chips 
.11 	 .1 
Proijsul,And 	 Presid 
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ ANDREW SHERIDAN 
Nearly a rainforest's worth in paper posters advertise this years slew of sustainable candidates. 
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES/ ANDREW SHERIDAN 
Some campaign propaganda has backfired on the candidates. 
Headlines in Brief 
Students suffer Vitamin D 
shock with arrival of sun 
Res. Life introduces Housing 
Russian Roulette; loser lives in 
Todd/Phibbs permanently 
Grass no longer resembles 
WWI trench condition, 
ultimate frisbee team cheers 
Paranoid couple practices safe 
sex, experiences safe chafing 
Ant, please let me into 
your treehouse. 
But, it's flooding out her 
and I'm getting soaked. 
Can't your culture be about 
accepting others? 
The law is the low. I 
wish I could help, but 
you'd just take my job .  
Not unless you learn all 
the laws and history of 
the treehouse. You have 
to understand our culture! 
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The Zone gets combative with ASUPS candidates 
By Mr. McGillicuddy 
Sr. Yellow Journalist 
For the past few weeks, the 
Combat Zone has been drunk-
enly Jeering at the upcoming 
ASUPS elections, debating 
what havoc will be wrought 
come the regime change. 
Round after round of bet-
ting has been laid, eventually 
leading to Brazilian style knife 
fights and prison style shank-
ings. One staffer even con-
structed a shiv out of his bro-
ken ASUPS hopes and then 
viciously Banked one of the 
poor A&L editors. Things have 
The wild and brutal here at  Trail. 
In order to settle these con-
stant fights, we here at the 
Combat Zone have drawn 1.113 
a series of predictions, depend-
ing on which ever candidates 
takes office. Proudly, we pres-
ent them to you here. 
In the strange event that 
Ross Heyman and Yusuf Word  
get elected into the position of buys anabolic steroids for the 
ASUPS executives, more hol- football team. 
low campaign promises would 	 Nothing generates more ex- 
flow forth from their Face- citement than a winning team, 
book group. When they say and if professional baseball has 
"more access to alumni" their taught us anything, getting 
plan involves paying a team of juiced is the way to do it. 
bounty hunters to track down 	 Oh, Jeff Ammons and Torey 
alumni and extract contact Holderith. Your campaign is 
numbers and blood. "More almost like a dream come true. 
excitement for homecoming" An ASUPS endowment? A 
translates into cheering at gun workable website like we had 
point while the football team under the Ryan Cunningham 
blunders once again. "Making administration? An off campus 
ASUPS more accessible" in- wikipedia? An attempt at cred-
volves installing glass walls in ibility? The prospect of a future 
the ASUPS office, making the like that only agitates the cynic 
promise technically true. 	 in us. 
In the not too distant fu- 	 Unfortunately, there is no 
ture, students could be surfing future under the Ammons and 
a functional ASUPS webpage Holderith administration as at 
if Sam Kussin-Shoptaw and that time, the portal to Hell 
Max Harris have their way. Of opens up somewhere in Africa 
course, the trade off here is that and the Anti-Christ emerges 
to illustrate their promise of to end the world. I guess it was 
showing students where their good while it lasted. 
200 dollars go involves an eas- 	 In the event that Ian Ja- 
ily accessible flow chart featur- ray and Summer Nazer take 
ing money going from your power, your precious ASUPS 
pocket to a secret account that money goes flushing down the 
tubes by July. Their crackpot 
idea of meal points working 
off-campus will result in noth-
ing but countless squandered 
man hours and strung out stu-
dents panhandling for Top Ra-
men. Scurvy will become com-
monplace, making the scabies 
pandemic seem like nothing 
but a glue sniffing wet dream. 
We predict that the filthy, mal-
nourished student body will 
eventually storm the ASUPS 
office and eat Jar ay and Nazer 
alive. If the ASUPS senators 
are lucky, they'll only have to 
sacrifice a few limbs to get by. 
(Oh, and regarding their idea 
of the mentor program: don't 
we call that the Writing Cen-
ter?) 
Should Hudson Hongo and 
Brian Wilber take the ASUPS 
executives offices, the fu- 
ture looks remarkably like "A 
Clockwork Orange" with some 
sort of CHWS universalized 
health care. If the poster doesn't 
tell you something about the 
future, then obviously you de-
serve whatever is coming to 
you. (We're also pretty sure 
that the "dignity" they plan on 
restoring to the student body 
involves some sort of cavity 
search.) 
Those are our divinations so 
far. Right now, we're looking 
forward to the Marshall Hall 
debates, where UPS' own po-
liticalpundits at The Melon 
(KUPS' own talk radio show) 
will skewer most of the candi-
dates like a bad comedy central 
roast. Go out and vote people. 
Mr. McGillicuddy likes his can-
didates well-done and extra crispy—
but hold the sissy sauce. 
Trans-campus highway proposed by lame-duck ASUPS president 
By Terrence Pickles 
Jr. Yellow Journalist 
With the ASUPS elections 
practically on top of us, the 
current group is reminding us 
that their term is far from over. 
A new proposal championed 
by ASUPS president Hart Ed-
mondson plan on a massive 
trans-campus highway be built 
from 19th all the way to 16th 
street to ease the travel of hur-
ried UPS students. 
"This is going to revolution-
ize the way students travel from 
point to point on campus," Ed-
mondson said. 
"Right now students only 
have slow, inefficient forms of 
travel, but with this highway  
we'll be able to cut the trans-
portation time to a fraction of 
what it is now." 
The proposal calls for a four-
lane highway complete with 
exits, overpasses, and tunnels, 
to be built snaking through 
campus from Harrington Dor-
mitory to the Field House. Af-
ter intensive negotiations with 
safety experts, a speed limit of 
55mph was agreed upon. 
In a recent interview, ASUPS 
vice president Matthew Bon-
niwefi. said, "This is going to be 
our legacy, no other school in 
the country our size has any-
thing like this. It's a revolu-
tionary concept." 
When asked about the likely 
hood of this getting passed 
Bonniwell explained, "It won't 
be a problem. ASUPS is ours 
and the Board of Trustees will 
go nuts over it. It's a unique fea-
ture that's sure to attract lots of 
prospective students. UPS will 
be proud to offer this feature to 
all of its students." 
The Transportation Task 
Force of the Sustainability 
Advisory Committee issued 
this statement on the subject: 
"We're very excited about this 
project. Although on the sur-
face it may seem like more cars 
running would be bad for the 
environment, at UPS it'll actu-
ally be a good thing. Students 
here walk entirely too much, 
thus they consume a higher 
amount of calories for energy 
"More calories burned means 
that students are forced to eat 
more food i.e. meat. And we all 
know that the meat industry 
is the number one of 
methane in the US. More cars 
mean less methane. This is the 
kind of long-term, big-picture 
thinking that's necessary for 
today's world. Solutions aren't 
always obvious." 
One candidate running for 
the position of ASUPS presi-
dent who asked not to be 
named conceded that this was 
an excellent idea and that he 
wished he had as innovative a 
platform. 
Mr. Pickles sold his left leg to sci-
ence and drives everywhere now. 
Treehouse of America 
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Disclaimer: The Combat Zone is a work of satire and does not reflect the views or opinions ofThe Trail, its staff or the administration. In fact, the Combat Zone doesn't really represent the opinions of anyone. Please 
send complaints to trail@ups.edu. 
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Women's tennis had a lone winner last weekend in Penny Horowitz. 
Women's tennis 
falls to rival Lutes 
Weekend Scores 
Feb 24 - Softball (W) 3, 
Concordia (Ore.) 6 
Feb 24 - Baseball (M) 11, 
Whitman (at McMinnville, 
Ore.) 3 
Feb 24 - Tennis (W) 1, Pa-
cific Lutheran 8 
Feb 24 - Softball (W) 2, Or-
egon Tech (at Portland) 4 
Feb 23 - Basketball (M) 127, 
Willamette 121 
Feb 23 - Basketball (W) 73, 
Willamette 47 
Feb 23 - Softball (W) 3, 
Corban (at Portland) 5 
Feb 23 - Softball (W) 12, 
Northwest Christian (at 
Portland) 3 
Feb 23 - Tennis (W) 5, Pa-
cific 4 
Feb 23 - Tennis (M) , Pa-
cific 
Feb 23 - Baseball (M) 0, 
Linfield 9 
Feb 22 - Basketball (M) 67, 
Lewis & Clark 87 
Feb 22 - Basketball (W) 68, 
Lewis & Clark 62 
Feb 22 - Tennis (M) 0, Pa-
cificLutheran 9 
Feb 22 - Baseball (M) 9,' 
Concordia (Ore.) (at McMin-
nville, Ore.) 8 
-UPS SPORTS INFORMATION 
SPORTS 
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Softball opens 2008 season in 
Ore. with pair of wins, losses 
Loggers have high hopes this year 
By Zack Stoddard 
zstoddard@ups.edu  
Sports Writer 
The easiest way to be suc-
cessful in baseball or softball is 
to take two players from island 
states and put them back to 
back in the batting lineup. The 
best team in the world does it, 
and now the UPS softball team 
does it too. 
Senior second baseman 
Lindsay Fujita (Honolulu, 
Hawaii) andjunior third base-
man Kelli Ishii (Aiea, Hawaii) 
are the first two batters in the 
lineup. 
"I think by the end of the 
season we figured out a bat-
ting lineup that really worked, 
and I loved batting right be-
hind Lindsay," Ishii said. "We 
played in high school together 
and we know what we're going 
to do before we even go up to 
bat. It's a joke that we could 
confuse the other team because 
they wouldn't be able to tell us 
apart." 
Opponents were indeed see-
ing double last season, as both 
players put up huge numbers 
from the batter's box. Fujita 
had a .317 batting average and 
led the team with nine home 
runs, 34 runs batted in, and a 
.600 slugging percentage. Ishii 
led the team with a .337 batting 
average, and had an impressive 
.433 on base percentage. 
To give baseball fans a better 
feel, the nine homers Fujita hit 
in 120 at bats last year would 
have put her on pace to hit 
over 40 long balls in an MLB 
season, which would have been 
fifth most last year. The power 
that Fujita packs is especially 
surprising given that the team 
roster lists her at 5 feet 3 inches 
tall. 
"I believe our strength work-
outs courtesy of, assistant 
coach Jennifer Peterson], as 
well as my ultra wide batting 
stance have something to do 
with that," Fujita said. 
Last weekend, the Loggers 
went to Portland and played  
4 different teams in 4 games. 
They picked up 2 wins on 
Saturday against Northwest 
Christian, 12-3, and Corban, 
5-3. On Sunday, they lost 2 
close games to Oregon Tech, 
2-4, and Concordia (Ore.), 
3-6. 
As far as pitching goes, the 
Loggers graduated their two 
regular starters from last year, 
Jessica Roberts and Adrian 
Herlache, but they appear to 
have filled those holes with 
talented freshmen. In the first 
game of the season, freshman 
Auriel Sperberg (Tacoma, 
Wash.) was dazzling in the 
win, allowing just 1 earned run 
and striking out 9 in 7 innings. 
In game 2, freshman Andi Do-
erflinger (Juneau, Alaska) al-
lowed 3 earned runs and struck 
out 5 en route to earning her 
first win. 
A solid group of seniors com-
pliment the new recruits. This 
year's seniors are Fujita, catcher 
Valarie Barone (San Jose, Ca-
lif.) and outfielder Noelle Val-
lecorsa (Federal Way, Wash.) 
"The emergence of strong 
leadership among our players 
this year is already paying divi-
dends and we feel that leader-
ship will provide us great op-
portunity for success in 2008" 
head coach Robin Hamilton 
said. 
"We are starting to see our 
team personality emerge and 
they are a scrappy team that 
plays great defense and will not 
give u_p or give in," said Hamil-
ton. This season, NWC teams 
will be playing 4 games each 
weekend instead of 3, so per-
sistence will definitely be a key 
to success. 
Sunday was a perfect example 
of how the 4 game weekends 
can wear down a team — the 
Loggers got sloppy and com-
mitted 7 errors in 13 innings, 
resulting in 7 unearned runs. 
UPS had more hits than their 
opponents in both games, but 
they simply couldnt produce 
enough runs to make up for 
what they had allowed. 
If they can tighten the screws, 
they are a tough team to beat. 
"We need to keep focus all 
seven innings and- maintain 
control of the tempo of the 
game," Fujita said. It's about 
winning seven mini-games, 
not just one." 
The preseason poll predicted 
UPS to finish in sixth place out 
of the eight teams in the very 
strong Northwest Conference. 
Last season, Linfield (45-7 
overall, 26-2 NWC) won the 
NWC title and the NCAA 
Division III National Cham-
pionship. Almost all of their 
starters return as they look to 
defend their titles. Whitworth 
were also impressive, going 
30-6 overall and 25-3 in the 
NWC. UPS (23-17 overall, 
12-16 NWC) finished fifth 
last season. 
"Our coaches are pushing us 
and the weather gets nice a few 
weeks out of the season," said 
Ishii. "But that's what I enjoy 
most about playing here. We 
know that we have to do our 
best with what the Northwest 
weather gives us, but when the 
sun shines the juice is totally 
worth the squeeze." 
This team -has a great chance 
to shine in 2008. 
Batting order and positions 
1. Senior Lindsay Fujita (Ho 
nolulu, Hawaii) 2b 
2.Junior Kelli Ishii (Aiea, 
Hawaii) 3b 
Junior Victoria Raeburn 
(Portland, Ore.) lb 
Junior Stephanie Hatley 
(Keizer, Ore.) dh 
Senior Valarie Barone 
(San Jose, Calif.) c 
Junior Nikki LaFemina 
(Kennewick, Wash.) rf 
Junior Meghan Watson 
(Brier, Wash.) ss 
Senior Noelle Vallecorsa 
(Federal Way, Wash.) if 
Sophomore Hilary Rice 
(St. Paul, Minn.) cf 
-Zack Stoddard chose his weekly 
from a plethora of exciting sporting 
events. 
TACOMA, Wash. - Penny 
Horowitz (Berkeley, Calif.! 
Head Royce) was the lone 
Puget Sound winner as Pacific 
Lutheran defeated the Log-
gers, 8-1, in a Northwest Con-
ference women's tennis match 
on Sunday afternoon at the 
UPS Tennis Pavilion in Taco-
ma, Wash. 
After sweep the doubles play, 
Pacific Lutheran took a 3-() 
lead into singles play. Horow-
itz led the Loggers as the 
number six position, defeat-
ing Kristina B runer, 6-1, 6-4. 
Ashley Spencer (Hilo, Hawaii/ 
Waikea) nearly made it two 
wins for Puget Sound forc-
ina gt a third tie-breaking set but 
falling 11'n short 12-10 to Ashley 
Brooks. 
The Loggers will hit the road 
for the first time in 2008 next 
weekend when they travel to 
Whitworth on Friday and 
Whitman on Saturday. 
-UPS SPORTS INFO 
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ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES /HOLDEN SAPP 
Junior Meghan Watson stares down the pitcher as she gets ready to bring in her teammates again. 
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES /GLORIA TRESEDER 
Calling all Logger fans! The athletes appreciate your support. 
ASUPS PHOTOSERVICES /MATT LOEWEN 
Junior Antwan Williams has stepped up his game in OT this season. 
Ski season not over yet 
Neon clad ski team earns 
spot in national competition 
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES / HOLDEN SAPP 
Liz Perkins played a key role in the UPS women's Alpine team. 
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Men's team stumbles vs. Pios; 
wins thriller against Bearcats 
By Brian A. Ames 
bames @ ups .edu  
Sports Writer 
The Logger men's basketball 
team won every other con-
test in the month. of February 
entering last Friday's game 
against Lewis & Clark. 
After beating Pacific (Ore) 
the first game in February, they 
lost to George Fox at home. 
The next win came on the road 
at PLU before the team lost to 
Linfield in McMinnville, Ore. 
The Loggers then traveled to 
Walla Walla and beat Whit-
man before losing to Whit-
worth the next day. The con-
tinuation of this coincidental 
trend would have given the 
Loggers a crucial win over the 
Pioneers after their devastating 
2-point loss to Whitworth the 
weekend before. Unfortunate-
ly, the up-and-down month of 
February did not follow suit, 
as Lewis & Clark handed the 
Loggers their fifth conference 
loss of the season. 
With a strong shooting per-
formance, the Pioneers led by 
as much as 19 in the first half, 
before entering the locker room 
with a comfortable 39-28 lead. 
The second period was the same 
story, as Lewis & Clark never 
let the Loggers into the game. 
The Pioneers shot 57.1% from 
the field in the second half as 
the home team converted just 
30% of their shots. Supe-
rior shooting and a seemingly 
greater desire to win gave the 
Pioneers the 67-87 road victo-
ry Friday night, as the Loggers 
posted the lowest point total of 
the season. 
Senior forward Weston 
Wood (Spokane, Wash.) led 
the Loggers in scoring with 15 
points. Junior forward Rob-
ert Krauel (Phoenix, Ariz.) 
added a double-double with 13 
points and 13 rebounds. Fri-
day's loss put the Loggers in a 
Long Ball Leads Loggers 
Past Gays In Season Opener 
McMINNVILLE, Ore. -
Senior Michael Olsen (Niwot) 
hit the game-winning double 
in the top of the 11th inning 
as the Puget Sound Loggers 
won their 2008 season opener, 
9-8, over the Concordia (Ore.) 
Cavaliers at the Doran Auto 
Group Spring Classic at Lin-
field College in McMinnville, 
Ore. 
The Loggers (1-0) got on the 
scoreboard in the top of the 
second when Olsen hit a two-
run home run over the left field 
fence that scored Joe Newland 
(Tulalip, Wash./Marysville-
Pilchuck) and gave Puget 
Sound a 2-0 lead. Following 
a single Concordia run in the 
bottom of the inning and three 
more in the bottom of the third, 
the Loggers took the lead again 
in the top of the fourth when 
Jason Powell (Redwood City, 
Calif./Sacred Heart Prep) hit 
a three-run dinger to score 01-  
toughplayoff position as they 
headed- into Saturday's  game 
against Willamette. The Log-
gers needed a win against the 
Bearcats in order to clinch the 
number two seed in the NWC 
tournament. 
The first half was back-and-
forth as the game was tied 7 
times in the first 20 minutes 
of play. However, sophomore 
forward Austin Boyce (Kent, 
Wash.) threw down a dunk 
with only five seconds left to 
put the Loggers ahead 47-46 
at the break. 
The Loggers led by as much 
as 14 in the second half and 
the game seemed to be out of 
reach for the visiting Bearcats. 
However, Willamette was not 
done as Bearcat sophomore 
post Cameron Mitchell (Port-
land, Ore) converted on his 
two foul shots, tying the game 
at 99 with only 37 seconds re-
maining in regulation. After a 
missed jumper by junior guard 
Antwan Williams (Portland, 
Ore), the game went into over-
time. 
The Loggers never trailed 
during the hist overtime, build-
ing their lead up to as much as 
four. But, Willamette contin-
ued to push the home team. 
After Krauel missed one of his 
two foul shots with 10 seconds 
remaining, the Bearcats were 
within two points with posses-
sion of the ball. With 2 ticks 
left on the clock, Willamette 
junior post Kyler McClary 
(Hillsboro, Ore.) hit a jumper 
to put the game into another 
overtime. 
The Loggers stayed ahead for 
most of the second OT, trail-
ing for just 20 seconds mid-
way through the extra period. 
Luckily, UPS was able to regain 
their lead and keep it as they 
rolled to a 127-121 win over 
Willamette. Senior guard Tay-
lor Marsh (Lynnwood, Wash.) 
led the Loggers in scoring with 
24 as Williams added 22 points 
sen and David Ihirlby (Seattle, 
Wash./O'Dea) and give Puget 
Sound a 5-4 lead. 
Concordia evened things up 
in the bottom of inning and the 
teams traded runs for the next 
few innings. Down one run 
headed into the ninth inning, 
it was Olsen again playing the 
hero, hitting a solo home run 
that tied the game at 8-8 to 
force the extra frames. 
In the 11th, Gregorio Beck 
(Chico, Calif.) singled to left 
field to get on base and then 
advanced to second on a balk, 
setting up Olsen's game-win-
ning double. 
Ryan Gustafson (Bellevue, 
Wash./Sammamish) earned 
the win for the Loggers, allow-
ing just two hits in three score-
less innings with one strikeout 
and one walk. Tom Glassman 
(Tacoma, Wash./Biola) got the 
start for Puget Sound, allowing 
six runs, five of them earned, in 
six innings pitched with one 
walk and six strikeouts. Olsen 
finished the day three-for-four  
and 12 assists. Wood added 17 
points and Boyce and junior 
forward Jason Foster (Tacoma, 
Wash.) each contributed 16 
to the win. Mitchell led the 
Bearcats with a game-high 36 
points and 14 rebounds. 
With the win against Wil-
lamette, the Loggers will again 
play host to the Bearcats on 
Thursday night for the first 
round of the 2008 Northwest 
Conference Tournament. 
Despite the loss on Saturday, 
the Bearcats won the head 
to-head tiebreaker over Lewis 
& Clark, Linfield, and Pacific, 
ending the season for the three 
teams. The winner of the game 
on Thursday will travel to -Spo-
kane to face the 2008 NWC 
champion Whitworth Pirates 
on Saturday. The winner of 
that game will then earn the 
NVVC's sole automatic bid 
into the NCAA Division III 
Championship Tournament. 
"We feel great about our 
chances in the NWC tourna-
ment," senior guard Jeff Walker 
(Auburn, Wash.) commented 
regarding the post-season. 
Walker and his teammates be-
lieve in themselves and the fact 
that it is difficult to beat a team 
three times during a season. 
The Loggers have lost twice 
to the Pirates already this sea-
son and feel as though it is 
their time. However, they must 
win for a third time over Wil-
lamette in the semifinals to get 
that chance. 
Krauel believes his team can 
only beat themselves. When 
asked how he felt about_play-
ing at Whitworth in the finals, 
Krauel responded, "I want to 
go back down to Spokane, 
whoop their ass on their home 
floor and end their season in 
the process. I could care less 
about the long bus ride." 
•Brian Ames will be missed in the 
UPS football family. Once a Logger, 
always a Logger! 
from the plate with four runs 
scored and four runs batted in. 
Beck was three-of-six in the 
number three spot. 
Linfield Blanks Loggers On 
Diamond 
McMINNVILLE, Ore. -
After allowing a lone hit in 
each of the first two innings, 
the Linfield Wildcats stopped 
the Puget Sound Loggers dead 
in their tracks in a non-confer-
ence baseball game on Satur-
day afternoon in McMinnville, 
Ore. 
The Wildcats (4-0) used a 
big second inning, scoring five 
runs, to pull ahead of the Log-
gers (1-1) and the pitching 
duo of Brian Clark and Ricky 
Gonzalez allowed just two hits 
while striking out nine and 
walking four. Clark earned the 
win for the Wildcats, improv-
ing to 2-0 on the season. 
SEE BASEBALL PG. 16 
By Casey Glaubman 
cglaubman@ ups.edu 
Guest Sports Writer 
Have you heard the one 
about what happens when you 
put eleven UPS students into 
a condominium in the middle 
of Idaho with no responsibili-
ties other than to ski as hard as 
possible for a week? 
Turns out the UPS Women's 
Alpine team and the top men's 
skier did not disappoint, se-
curing qualifying positions in 
the USCSA National Alpine 
Championships. Oh wait, 
that's not a joke at all. Those 
were the results of last week's 
Regional Championships held 
at Brundage Resort in McCall, 
Idaho. 
Not only did members of 
the UPS ski team perform well 
enough to earn spots in next 
weeks national competition 
in Sunday River, Maine, they 
did it while wearing quantities 
of neon not seen on a ski hill 
since 1987. 
Next Monday Kaylie Rozen, 
Eimile Colgan, Kelsey Baran, 
Anne Grey, Liz Perkins, and 
Holden Sapp will travel to 
Maine to represent the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound in the 
United States Collegiate Ski 
and Snowboard Association's 
National Championships. 
The Regionals competition 
featured two days of giant sla-
lom followed by a single gruel-
ing day of slalom racing. The 
end of the first day ofracing 
found the women's team ahead 
of Montana State University 
by just over a second in corn-
bined total times. 
Rozen has been leading the 
woman's side all year, with her 
consistent front page finishes,  
and strong consistency in the 
course. 
A strong men's field, includ-
ing last year's nationals cham-
pion A.J. Cronk, wasn't enough 
to keep sophomore Holden 
Sapp from putting himself 
into position to claim the title 
of top individual racer on the 
men s side. 
With visibility down to just 
three gates distance in the sla-
lom, Sapp managed to ride a 
rutted course to a strong finish, 
which was just enough to send 
him to nationals as the top in-
dividual racer in the region. 
While two sunny days of gi-
ant slalom proved to be great 
omens, Saturday brought lots 
of powder and an esjecially 
soft course. The womens team 
managedd to hold on to their i 
qu • •ng spot and just edged 
out t he fierce University of 
Oregon squad to earn a trip to 
nationals. 
Thick fog wasn't enough to 
stop a UPS men's team , which 
included Dylan Gitlin and 
Casey Glaubman in addition 
to Sapp, as the team finished in 
good standing in a tough con-
ference. A field which included 
last year's national champions 
Rocky Mountain College. 
This year marks the Erst_year 
that any members of the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound Ski 
Team have made it to the na-
tional competition since the 
team was dropped from the 
athletic department after the 
2004 season. 
Congratulations to the 
members of both the men's 
and women's teams for a fan-
tastic season and good luck at 
nationals. 
'Casey Glaubman is a guest sports 
writer for The Trail. 
Baseball team performs well at 
season opening tournament 
CONT. FROM PAGE 15 BASEBALL 
ASUPS PHOTO SERVICES /ARCHIVE 
Senior Joe Newland and 3 other Loggers went deep last weekend. 
Schedule of upcoming 
athletic events 
Feb 28 - Basketball (M) vs. 
Willamette (NWC Tourna-
ment) 
Home 7 p.m. 
Feb 29 - Tennis (M) vs. Whit-
worth 
Home 4 p.m. 
Feb 29 - Tennis (W) vs. 
Whitworth 
Away 4:30 p.m. 
Feb 29 - Basketball (W) vs. 
Lewis & Clark or George 
Fox (NWC Championship 
Game) 
Home 7 p.m. 
Mar 1 - Track and Field (M) 
vs. Seattle Pacific/Lewis & 
Clark 
Home 11 a.m. 
Mar 1 - Track and Field (W) 
vs. Seattle Pacific/Lewis & 
Clark 
Home 11 a.m. 
Mar 1 - Baseball (M) vs. 
Whitworth (in Lewiston, 
Idaho) 
Away 11 a.m. 
Mar 1 - Softball (W) vs. 
Lewis & Clark 
Away 12 p.m. 
Mar 1 - Baseball (M) vs. 
Whitworth (in Lewiston, 
Idaho) Away 12 p.m. 
Mar 1 - Tennis (W) vs. Whit-
man 
Away 1 p.m. 
Mar 1 - Baseball (M) vs. 
Whitworth (in Lewiston, 
Idaho) 
Away 2 p.m. 
Mar 1 - Softball (W) vs. 
Lewis & Clark 
Away 2 p.m. 
Mar 1 - Baseball (M) vs. 
Whitworth (in Lewiston, 
Idaho) 
Away 2:30 p.m. 
Mar 1 - Tennis (M) vs. Whit-
man 
Home 3 p.m. 
Mar 2 - Softball (W) vs. 
George Fox 
Away 12 p.m. 
Mar 2 - Softball (W) vs. 
George Fox  
Away 2 p.m. 
Mar 6 - Golf (W) vs. Logger 
Invitational (Fircrest G.C.) 
Home 11 a.m. 
Mar 6 - Golf (M) vs. Logger 
Invitational (Fircrest G.C.) 
Home 11 a.m. 
-UPS SPORTS INFORMATION 
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Despite doubts from NWC coaches and players leaving, women's hoops earns the number one seed. 
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Women's basketball secures top 
seed for yearly conference tourney 
Loggers to host NWC tournament second straight year 
Tim Fogarty (Pacifica, Ca-
lif./Sacred Heart Cathedral) 
was handed the loss for the 
Loggers, allowing seven runs, 
five of them earned, on six hits 
in five innings pitched. The 
Loggers got their lone hits 
from freshmen Dakota Resnik 
(Bellevue, Wash./Newport) 
and Gregg Ringold (Los Altos 
Hills, Calif./Harker School). 
Loggers Roll Past Whit-
man, 11-3 
McMINNVILLE, Ore. -
Senior Joe Newland (Tulalip, 
Wash./Marysville-Pilchuck) 
was two-of-three from the 
plate, including a two-run blast 
in the first inning, as the Puget 
Sound Loggers ran past the 
Whitman Missionaries, 11-3, 
in a non-conference baseball 
game on Sunday afternoon at 
Roy Helser Field in McMin-
nvile, Ore. 
The Loggers (2-1) opened 
up the scoring in the top of the 
first when Newland hit a home 
run to center field to score Mi-
chael Olsen (Niwot, Colo.) and 
give Puget Sound the early 2-0 
lead. The Loggers added two 
more in the top of the second 
before Whitman added a single  
run in the bottom of the second 
and two more in the bottom of 
the third to cut the UPS lead to 
just one run. 
In the top of the fourth, 
Shaun Kiriu (Honolulu, Ha-
waii/Punahou) hit a two RBI 
single to left field to score Gregg 
Ringold (Los Altos Hills, Ca-
lif./Harker School) and Doug 
Cox (Kailua, Hawaii/Kalahea 
Cox added to the UPS lead in 
the fifth, grounding out to 
second but allowing Newland 
to score and give UPS a 7-3 
lead. Puget Sound added three 
more in the sixth and one more 
in the eighth to collect the 11-3 
victory. 
Dusty Kauflin (Boulder, 
Colo.) picked up the win for 
the Loggers, allowing three 
runs on five hits in five in-
nings pitched. Cameron Du-
vall (Lakewood, Wash./Lakes) 
pitched four strong innings of 
relief, allowing just four hits 
while striking out five. 
The Loggers will open up 
Northwest Conference play 
next weekend when they travel 
to Whitworth in a series sched-
uled to be played in Lewiston, 
Idaho. 
-UPS SPORTS INFORMATION 
By Brian Walker 
btwalker@ups.edu  
Sports Writer 
The UPS Loggers came home 
last weekend to finish out their 
superb regular season schedule. 
After an extended road sched-
ule, the lady Loggers returned 
to the Memorial Fieldhouse to 
take care of business. 
Friday night's contest fea-
tured the Lewis and Clark Pio-
neers who are currently in sole 
possession of third place in the 
Northwest Conference. With 
the season coming to a conclu-
sion and conference playoffs 
ahead, the level of competition 
took on a new level of inten-
sity. 
The Pioneers came out strong, 
capitalizing on back-to-back 
missed UPS jumpshots, and 
taking a rapid 7-0 lead. The 
Loggers soon dug their heels 
and fought back to tie the game 
at 7-7. The score see-sawed for 
several minutes before the Pio-
neers took hold with 11:20 left 
in the first period and did not 
relinquish the lead until the fi-
nal seconds before half-time. It 
was then that sophomore guard 
Claire Ely (Walnut Creek, Ca-
lif.) stepped up and dropped 
in a huge three-pointer for the 
Loggers that tied the game at 
29-29. 
The second half began slow-
ly with a number of Logger 
missed shots and Pioneer turn-
overs. The first basket of the 
half by Natasha Ludwig (Hilo, 
Hawaii) of UPS came 1:22 into 
the period and thus moved the 
Loggers into the lead 31-29. It 
was all they needed. In an im-
pressive display of dominance, 
the Loggers maintained their 
lead for the entirety of the 
game. 
Stand-out 	 performances 
by the Pioneers include a 20 
point showing by sophomore 
Kelly Vega. However, the Pio's 
second-half efforts were futile 
against the 54% shooting of 
the Loggers with Laura Hirsh
(Cory 	 llis, Ore.) securing 18 
points, including 5 of 5 shoot-
in from behind the arc. 
"There are some nights where 
your shot just feels right, and 
tonight was one of them" Hirsh 
said of her lights-out shooting. 
Marissa Cain (Tacoma, 
Wash.) added 16 points of her 
own. When the final buzzer 
sounded the scoreboard read 
68-62 and put the Lady Lo - 
gers one win closer to an 
championship. 
Saturday brought the 5-20 
Bearcats of Willamette to Ta-
coma in search of a moral vic-
tory. It was clear early on that 
the Loggers had no intentions 
of losing the final game of the 
re Oar season. 
The Loggers steadily at-
tacked the Bearcats, building 
their lead in a first half that 
quickly got out of hand. Wil-
lamette's Tracie Nygaard, who 
concluded the half with 8, was 
the only Bearcat player to score 
more than 3 points. Mean-
while, the Logger starters had 
combined for 32 total points 
and were lead by Marissa Cain 
with 14. As the teams hit the  
locker rooms at the half, fans 
looked at the scoreboard which 
read 45-16 with the Loggers 
leading. 
"We decided before the game 
that we would come out and 
play hard for the seniors and 
show that we deserve a chance 
to win the title," sophomore 
guard Caitlyn Faidely said of 
the tremendous first half ef-
fort. 
The Bearcats worked to 
dwindle the lead that the Log-
gers had amassed, but their ef-
forts were meager at best. De-
spite dominant scoring in the 
paint, Willamette was never 
able to decrease the lead to 
less than 23. As the final sec-
onds ticked away UPS sent the 
Bearcats home reeling from a 
73-47 romping in Tacoma. 
With the regular season over 
and the Loggers now boasting 
a 21-4 overall record and a top 
25 national ranking, the team 
turns to the postseason. 
"Being ranked nationally is 
important for our post-season 
play, and it is a reflection of 
all that we have accomplished 
this year" Laura Hirsh said of 
their recently accumulated #21 
ranking. 
The ladies return to the hard-
wood of the Memorial Field-
house on Feb. 29 for the con-
ference championship game. 
The Loggers will be squar-
ing off against the winner of 
a game between Lewis and 
Clark College and George Fox 
University. 
• Brian's secret identity of the 
"Griz" has finally been revealed. 
